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ABSTRACT 

3D Nanotube Field Effect Transistors for Hybrid High-performance and Low-power 

Operation with High Chip-Area Efficiency 

Publication No._________ 

Hossain Mohammad Fahad 

 

Information anytime and anywhere has ushered in a new technological age where massive 

amounts of ‘big data’ combined with self-aware and ubiquitous interactive computing 

systems is shaping our daily lives. As society gravitates towards a smart living environment 

and a sustainable future, the demand for faster and more computationally efficient 

electronics will continue to rise. Keeping up with this demand requires extensive 

innovation at the transistor level, which is at the core of all electronics. Up until recently, 

classical silicon transistor technology has traditionally been weary of disruptive 

innovation. But with the aggressive scaling trend, there has been two dramatic changes to 

the transistor landscape. The first was the re-introduction of metal/high-K gate stacks with 

strain engineering in the 45 nm technology node, which enabled further scaling on silicon 

to smaller nodes by alleviating the problem of gate leakage and improving the channel 

mobility. The second innovation was the use of non-planar 3D silicon fins as opposed to 

classical planar architectures for stronger electrostatic control leading to significantly 

lower off-state leakage and other short-channel effects. Both these innovations have 

prolonged the life of silicon based electronics by at least another 1-2 decades. The next 

generation 14 nm technology node will utilize silicon fin channels that have gate lengths 

of 14 nm and fin thicknesses of 7 nm. These dimensions are almost at the extreme end of 
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current lithographic capabilities. Moreover, as fins become smaller, the parasitic 

capacitances and resistances increase significantly resulting in degraded performance. It 

is of popular consensus that the next evolutionary step in transistor technology is in the 

form of gate-all-around silicon nanowires (GAA NWFETs), which offer the tightest 

electrostatic configuration leading to the lowest possible leakage and short channel 

characteristics in over-the-barrier type devices. However, to keep scaling on silicon, the 

amount of current generated per device has to be increased while keeping short channel 

effects and off-state leakage at bay. 

The objective of this doctoral thesis is the investigation of an innovative vertical 

silicon based architecture called the silicon nanotube field effect transistor (Si NTFET). 

This topology incorporates a dual inner/outer core/shell gate stack strategy to control the 

volume inversion properties in a hollow silicon 1D quasi-nanotube under a tight 

electrostatic configuration. Together with vertically aligned source and drain, the Si 

NTFET is capable of very high on-state performance (drive current) in an area-efficient 

configuration as opposed to arrays of gate-all-around nanowires, while maintaining 

leakage characteristics similar to a single nanowire. Such a device architecture offsets the 

need of device arraying that is needed with fin and nanowire architectures. Extensive 

simulations are used to validate the potential benefits of Si NTFETs over GAA NWFETs 

on a variety of platforms such as conventional MOSFETs, tunnel FETs, junction-less FETs. 

This thesis demonstrates a novel CMOS compatible process flow to fabricate vertical 

nanotube transistors that offer a variety of advantages such as lithography-independent 

gate length definition, integration of epitaxially grown silicon nanotubes with spacer based 

gate dielectrics and abrupt in-situ doped source/drain junctions. Experimental 
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measurement data will showcase the various materials and processing challenges in 

fabricating these devices. Finally, an extension of this work to topologically transformed 

wavy channel FinFETs is also demonstrated keeping in line with the theme of area efficient 

high-performance electronics. 
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 
 

In 1949, Popular Mechanics made a prediction that ‘computers in the future may weigh no 

more than one-and-a-half tonnes’ [1]. Fast forward to 2013 where the latest iPhone, which 

alone has the computing capability to conduct the entire 1969 NASA moon landing 

expedition and then some, weighs a mere 112 grams. This is the entire digital revolution in 

a nut-shell. Today, computing has become synonymous with progress and plays critical 

roles in all aspects of our lives. The demand for information anywhere and anytime has 

been the catalyst for the current global computing spectrum that is defined by ubiquity and 

ease of access which in turn has ushered in the ‘Big Data’ era where currently exabytes of 

data are being generated and processed in the clouds.  

At the center of this digital lifestyle is a three terminal switch or the transistor that switches 

on/off more than a billion times a second to execute trillions (if not more) of computing 

floating point operations (flops). From early vacuum tubes to current generation solid state 

switches, transistor innovation has made it possible to build complex very large scale 

integrated (VLSI) circuits leading to the vast spectrum of today`s modern day electronics. 

Historically, these tiny silicon based devices have had a planar 2D architecture that has 

been scaled down aggressively in size every 2 years for significantly greater performance 

and functionality. But as they became smaller, problems related to current leakage and 

huge energy losses during switching combined with other physical limitations started to 

have an a negative impact on performance. From the above context, it is quite clear that to 
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ensure progress and development in all aspects of life, faster transistors and consequently 

better computing technologies is extremely vital.  

 

1.1 TRANSISTOR REVIEW: OPERATION BASICS AND THE PLANAR SCALING LIMIT 

 

In a 1965 paper, Gordon E. Moore, co-founder of Intel corporation made an observation 

that over the history of the computing hardware, the number of transistors on integrated 

circuits doubles approximately every two years, which is now commonly referred to as 

Moore`s Law [2]. This observation has been a major driving force behind the transistor 

revolution bringing about dramatic changes to the existing socio-economic setup at the 

time. 

Traditional silicon CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductors) transistors 

incorporated in  electronics (CPUs, GPUs, memory etc.) have a planar MOS (Metal-Oxide-

Semiconductor) architecture with three terminals; Source, Gate and Drain (Fig. 1.1) that 

utilize either positive holes (PMOS) or negative electrons (NMOS) as charge carriers for 

operation. The Source and Drain terminals are in direct contact to highly conductive 

(heavily doped) silicon regions while the gate is isolated by an insulator/dielectric 

(formerly silicon dioxide - SiO2) from a less conductive silicon channel (lightly doped with 

opposite polarity charges to source/drain regions). Applying a bias (voltage) causes a 

capacitive action resulting in depletion and inversion (or formation) of the channel with 

opposite polarity charges at the interface of the insulator and the silicon body. A transistor 

is switched 'on' when a sufficient gate and drain bias (voltage) is applied and a stream of 

minority charge carriers (electron/-ve/n or hole/+ve/p) flows through the channel. These 

charge carriers move and drift under the influence of the applied electric field from the 
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source to the drain and is often described by two phenomenon; 'carrier drift velocity (ʋ)' 

and 'carrier mobility (µ)'. These are two important factors in governing how much output 

drive current performance is possible from the transistors. Mathematically, when a 

transistor is switched 'on', the output drive current is given by: 

Ion(or Id) =  
μCW

2Lg
 (Vg − Vt)

2, when Vd ≥ |Vg − Vt| 

where, 'µ' is the charge carrier mobility, 'Lg' is the transistor gate length 'C' is the gate 

dielectric capacitance, 'W' is the transistor width, 'Vg', 'Vt' and ' Vd' are the applied gate 

voltage, transistor threshold voltage and applied drain voltage respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 1.1 | 3D structure of a 2D n-channel NMOS FET with high-Κ/metal gate stack. 

 

With every generation of scaling, the gate length (Lg) is reduced to achieve a faster output 

drain current (Ion) resulting in faster switching speeds and consequently faster computation. 

In addition to the gate length scaling, gate oxide thickness (tox), source and drain junction 
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depths (Jd) and various other parameters are scaled down as well. Scaling down the gate 

oxide increases the probability of quantum mechanical charge tunneling from the silicon 

body through the oxide insulator barrier and into to the gate terminal. This contributes to a 

form of leakage current (Ig) resulting in energy loss (Fig. 1.2 (a)).  

 

 

Fig. 1.2 | Leakage in conventional planar transistors due to (a) Charge tunneling through a thin gate oxide 

barrier (b) DIBL (c) Sub-threshold conduction and Resistive and Capacitive losses. 

 

In addition to the gate leakage, another more serious and difficult problem with short gate 

length planar transistors is the loss of gate control over the charge carriers in the channel 

under the influence of high drain electric fields (lateral E-field). This phenomenon is often 

described as the Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) and can be understood from Fig. 
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1.2 (b). In any field-effect transistor, the charge carriers in the channel can flow from the 

source side to the drain side only if the potential barrier 'Фb' (blockade/hump - red line in 

Fig. 1.2 (b)) is lowered. This happens only when there is sufficient gate bias (lowered hump 

- green line for Vg > 0V). At the same time, due to the active bias on the drain side, a certain 

amount of the electric field (lateral E-field) interferes with the vertical gate field causing 

more 'lowering of the barrier'.  In long channel (Lg) devices, as the source and drain are far 

apart, the effect of the lateral drain field is very low on the barrier lowering. However, in 

short Lg devices, as the drain and source are very close to each other, the effect of the lateral 

e-field is very high. At some gate length (Lg ~ 20 nm) the drain electric field becomes 

comparable to the gate electric field. So the transistor stays 'switched' on even when the 

gate bias is removed and at this point the gate is said to have lost all electrostatic control 

of the charge carriers in the channel. This is a characteristic of single gate short channel 

devices and is one of the most important reasons for the un-sustainability of the planar 

transistor architecture for the 22 nm and below technology nodes.  

Fig. 1.2 (c) depicts another mechanism of leakage described as sub-threshold conduction. 

This happens when the gate voltage is less than the transistor threshold voltage (Vt). 

Ideally, below the threshold voltage, the transistor should be fully 'off'. However, due to 

the inherent nature of the semiconducting material, there is always some amount of reverse 

leakage current ('Ir') that flows through the channel when Vg < Vt. In short channel devices, 

this sub-threshold leakage is more pronounced due to poor gate control of the charge 

carriers. Fig. 1.2 (c) also depicts some of the resistance and capacitance that exist in a FET. 

With every generation of scaling, in addition to Lg and tox, source and drain regions are 

also scaled. The reason for this is to reduce the depletion junctions. These depletion 
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junctions are regions devoid of mobile charge carriers created due to the reverse-bias diode 

action and acts as a dielectric between the heavily doped source/drain regions and the 

lightly doped silicon body. This introduces pseudo-capacitances called junction 

capacitances 'Cj' and forms leakage pathways. In short channel planar transistors, these 

junctions can come in close proximity to each other, increasing the capacitances and 

leading to an enhanced leakage or even what is often described as punch-through 

breakdown of the device. A solution to avoid this has been to create precise shallow doped 

junctions and to avoid large dopant creeping under the gate. These techniques increases the 

process complexity and in addition increases sheet resistances of the transistors. The end 

result is a degraded Ion. 

 

1.2 STATUS QUO AND MOTIVATION 

 

All the above mechanisms of leakage increase in proportion to the on-state drive current 

with every generation of technology in the planar transistor topology. The consequence 

from all of this is increase in power consumption and large amounts of heat dissipation. 

Fig. 1.3 depicts the trend in power consumption and how leakage has increased gradually 

with scaling [3]. Based on the ITRS (International Technology Roadmap for 

Semiconductors), it became evident that the planar architecture beyond the 65 nm 

technology node would suffer from massive amounts of leakage, heat dissipation and 

power consumption. In this age of green technology, this technology would be hard to 

sustain and would become a blockade to the roadmap. To overcome this, innovations such 

as the high-/metal gate, stress/strain engineering etc. made it possible to continue scaling 

of the planar architecture down to the 32 nm node. Incorporating a thick high-permittivity 
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() material such as HfO2 (Fig. 1.1) has similar properties to a thinner effective oxide layer 

and enables the continued scaling of the gate dielectric (EOT scaling). Using Si1-xGex 

stressors in the source and drain regions enables high hole mobility due to the Si/Si1-xGex 

lattice constant mismatch and enhances Ion in the PMOS devices [4]. In the case of NMOS 

transistors, using SiNx capping layers induces a strain to enhance the mobility of electrons 

in the channel resulting in improved Ion [5].  

 

 

Fig.1.3 | Evolution of the Field Effect Transistor (FET) architecture. 

Although, these enhancement techniques allows for a much improved drive current 

performance at shorter gate lengths, it is now widely considered that scaling the planar 

topology beyond the 32 nm technology node cannot be sustainable because all the 

aforementioned effects increase dramatically. To overcome this physical constraint, a 

drastic change in either the transistor architecture or a change in the channel material is 
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required. As a result, tremendous research efforts around the globe have led to the 

exploration and development of the gate-all-around (GAA) 3D nanowire based field effect 

transistors (NWFET), carbon - nanotube FET (CNTFET) and III-V channel material FETs 

etcetera. From a device architecture perspective, classical planar transistors have evolved 

to non-planar device architectures to enable continued channel length scaling on silicon for 

greater performance (Fig. 1.4). Of these, because of its superior properties, the GAA 

NWFET is being considered as a viable replacement technology for next-generation of 

computing devices [6-10]. 

 

 

Fig. 1.4 | Illustration of the volume inversion effect in a GAA NWFET. 

To understand why the GAA NWFET is such a popular architecture, a brief overview of 

charge carrier control, distribution and movement in the channel is required from the 

perspective of classical transistor. When a classical planar transistor is turned 'on', the 

charge carriers in the channel is distributed in a parabolic Gaussian fashion localized near 

the oxide/silicon interface, with a maxima near the drain/channel interface and tailing off 
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with a minima into the bulk (Si substrate) as depicted in Fig. 1.4. This is more relatable in 

terms of carrier energy where the minority carriers in close proximity to the peak of the 

distribution have the highly quantized energy (high energy) and contribute to the output 

current conduction. The carriers in the lower tail end of the profile have low energy and do 

not contribute significantly to the output drive current. In a silicon GAA NWFET, the 

cylindrical body is wrapped all around by the gate. So now when the gate is biased, several 

Gaussian profiles are created in the channel and around the circumference of the nanowire. 

For a better understanding, from a top view perspective, the GAA can be partitioned into 

4 multiple gates. These 4 multiple gates create 4 distinctive profiles. For a sufficiently thin 

nanowire (NWdia < 20 nm), the tail-end of all 4 profiles interact with each other. Doing so 

raises the energy levels of the previously low energy carriers and causes a surge in the 

available density of states for their conduction. Now these carriers, in addition to the 

interface-localized minority carriers are able to participate in the output current conduction 

resulting in a highly enhanced Ion. This phenomenon is described as 'volume inversion'. As 

the thickness of the nanowire is reduced, the carrier profile starts shifting away from the 

interface and into the volume of the device and there is more quantization of tail-end carrier 

energies until the profile approaches a parabolic distribution. At this point, the nanowire is 

said to have achieved full volume inversion, where previously, interface-localized minority 

charge carriers are now volume (bulk) - localized. Benefits of this phenomenon are (i) 

increased carrier density leading to a higher Ion, (ii) reduced off-state leakage current Ioff, 

(iii) excellent electrostatic control leading to very low DIBL, (iv) low sub-threshold swing 

(SS), (v) reduced mobility degradation due to interface defects (present in planar 

transistors) and (vi) a uniform mobility distribution. 
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To summarize, the above phenomenon occurs only in very thin nanowires (NWdia < 10 nm) 

and the overall benefit of this is the ultimate electrostatic control of charges in the channel 

leading to extremely low off-state current (Ioff) and short channel effects (SCE). Although, 

due to the GAA architecture the above phenomenon does lead to a higher current per m 

from the nanowire, at the same time the total cross-sectional area for current flow is 

constricted by the same gate-all-around. As a result of this, the total non-normalized output 

drive current from a single GAA NWFET is extremely low for appreciable performance 

compared to classical planar transistors. In order to boost the output drive current, several 

nanowires have to be integrated into arrays. This increases the consumption of more chip 

area and counters the benefit of having small devices for more functionality per mm2 of 

silicon. As will be seen later, this increased chip-area results to increased power 

consumption and chip delays. 

 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND DISSERTATION OUTLINE 

 

This doctoral thesis investigates the concept of a nanotube field effect transistor (NTFET) 

as a superior alternative to the GAA NWFET. This 3D vertical device is capable of a high 

non-normalized output drive current than an array of GAA NWFETs while maintaining 

comparable off-state leakage characteristics and short-channel effects with higher chip-

area efficiency.  

Chapter 2 introduces the concept of the silicon nanotube FET. Through device simulations, 

the nanotube concept is validated as a superior alternative to arrays of gate-all-around 

nanowires from a performance, energy and latency perspective. 
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Chapter 3 provides details to a very unique process flow to fabricate these vertical silicon 

nanotube transistors that combines existing CMOS compatible top-down and bottom-up 

processes. Several advantages of this process flow are experimentally demonstrated such 

as lithography independent gate length definition with self-aligned source and drain regions 

and in-situ doped source and drain regions. Various process complexities and trade-offs as 

well as possible solutions are discussed and compared to existing state-of-the art flows. 

Experimental measurement data of this new device architecture is provided and the various 

parameters affecting device performance is discussed.  

Chapter 4 provides a theoretical insight to NTFETs using alternate channel materials (SiGe, 

Ge) and device platforms (tunnel FETs, junctionless FETs). This chapter provides an in-

depth review of state-of-the-art transistor platforms and materials systems. 

Chapter 5 demonstrates a novel way of utilizing silicon FinFET technology for high 

performance high density logic applications. This is done as an extension that is keeping 

line with the silicon NTFET theme, being high performance and area-efficient electronics. 

Chapter 6 reviews the major achievements and challenges in this doctoral thesis. It provides 

an overview of the numerous breakthrough advantages associated with the silicon nanotube 

transistor technology and concludes with directions to future work in advancing this state-

of-the-art technology. 
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Chapter 2  

 

Silicon Nanotube Transistor – Concept 

Validation 
 

 

2.1 DEVICE CONCEPT 

 

The silicon NTFET is a 3D vertically oriented device where dual inner/outer core/shell 

gates control an ultra-narrow quasi 1D silicon nanotube channel, as depicted in Fig. 2.1 [1, 

2].  

 

 

Fig.  2.1 | Silicon nanotube transistor 3D illustration. 

In the previous chapter, it was discussed that a ultra-narrow diameter (< 10nm) nanowire 

offers extremely low leakage characteristics and minimal short channel effects (SCE), 
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owing to the superior electrostatic charge control from the gate wrapping all around the 

nanowire channel. The excellent charge control is due to the volume localized charge 

transport as opposed to surface localized transport in classical planar transistors. The 

degree of control strongly depends on the nanowire diameter, with thinner nanowires 

offering more volume-inverted properties leading to higher normalized performance and 

lower leakage as well as SCE. However, as the nanowire diameter is reduced, the effective 

device width (W) is reduced and the total non-normalized drive current goes down. This is 

a problem that is also present in current-generation FinFET technology, which is being 

overcome by arraying more devices to boost the effective device width. This arraying 

process comes at the expense of increased chip area which may in-turn have a counter-

productive impact on performance by introducing new sources of parasitic capacitances 

and resistances [3]. This is where the nanotube FET steps in. Through the nanotube 

architecture, it is possible to provide a higher non-normalized performance than an array 

of gate-all-around nanowires while avoiding the problem associated with arraying.  

 

2.2 DEVICE SIMULATION 
 

To validate this concept, device simulations have been carried out on a silicon nanotube 

and a gate-all-around nanowire shown in Fig. 2.2. Classical drift-diffusion carrier transport 

models in conjunction with density-gradient based quantum-confinement effects model are 

utilized for the simulation. More details of the simulation models are provided in the 

appendix. Fig. 2.2(a) compares the non-normalized Id-Vg performance of a single p-

channel 10 nm thick Si NTFET and a 10 nm radius Si GAA NWFET. The NTFET has an 

inner core gate diameter of 100 nm. Both devices have a gate length of 20 nm and a constant 
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Boron (Arsenic) doping of (1020 cm-3) in the vertically aligned source and drain regions. 

Both the nanowire and nanotube channel are left intrinsic (no doping). The Id-Vg curve in 

Fig. 2.2 (b) indicates that a single 10 nm thick silicon nanotube is capable of 10x drive 

current improvement (Ion) compared to a single GAA nanowire while maintaining 

comparable sub-threshold swing (SS) and off state leakage current (Ioff).   

 

 

Fig. 2.2 | (a) Simulated architectures and non-normalized performance advantage of (b) p-channel and (c) n-

channel nanotube transistors compared to gate-all-around nanowire transistors. 

 

The SS is a performance parameter (a measure of how rapidly a device achieves saturation) 

with 60 mV/dec as the lowest possible value (theoretical limit) of over-the-barrier type 
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devices with a kT/q thermal barrier. Fig. 2.3 compares normalized performance between a 

p-channel Si classical planar, GAA NWFET and a NTFET. The curves clearly indicate 

how the nanotube architecture can combine high performance (Ion) with low power (Ioff) 

and excellent short channel effects (SCE) that are comparable to a single gate-all-around 

(GAA) nanowire. The current normalizations are done by the total circumference, the 

average (of the inner and outer) circumference and the width for the nanowire, nanotube 

and the planar FET device respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 2.3 | Normalized Id-Vg performance comparison - NTFET bridges high performance (HP) with low 

power (LP). 

 

The phenomenon of volume inversion is a very important aspect of the NTFET as 

discussed earlier [4, 5]. Thinning down the silicon nanotube greatly enhances charge 

controllability. Because of the underlying physics described in the chapter 1, the channel 
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of charge carriers is localized within the bulk of the nanotube away from 

dielectric/semiconductor interfaces. This enhances mobility by reducing the 

semiconductor/dielectric interface-scattering. At the same time, the steep doping profiles 

at the source/channel and drain/channel junctions create extremely steep energy gradients 

that allow carriers to be injected with a very large thermal velocity that can approach the 

ballistic charge transport regime [6]. As with a real device, there is always bound to be 

scattering-events that will tend to reduce mobility. So in the silicon NTFET as well, an 

interplay occurs between velocity dominated and mobility dominated charge transport. 

This can be understood by an intuitive drive current expression: 

Id,sat ≈  βCinv(Vg − |Vt|)Wvt + (1 − β)μCox
W

2L
(Vg − |Vt|)

2 

Where, vt and µ are the thermal injection velocity and mobility of the charge carriers, W, 

L are the device width and gate length and β is the coefficient of ballisticity with values 

between 0 and 1. 

 

Fig. 2.4 | Effect of nanotube thickness (NTW) on volume inversion. 

Fig. 2.4 depicts that as the nanotube becomes thinner, there is more control in the channel. 

More than the drive current, this enhanced controllability has a more profound effect on 
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the leakage current (Ioff), subthreshold slope (SS) and short channel effects (Fig. 2.5 (a-c)). 

On the other hand maximum achievable drive current (Ion) is affected by both the 

nanotube`s radii and the thickness (of the channel). By using precise in-situ doping 

processes and the unique architecture of the silicon NTFET, extremely steep junctions can 

be formed and hence the  parameter can be controlled. In this way, short channel silicon 

NTFETs can be made to operate close to the ballistic regime. This opens up a whole new 

aspect of performance physics through the nanotube architecture.  

 

 

Fig. 2.5 | Si NTFET SCE (a) DIBL/SS vs. Lg (b) Vt/Ion:Ioff vs. NTW (c) Vt vs. Lg. 
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2.3 PERFORMANCE, ENERGY, LATENCY 

 

Thin GAA NWFETs are the ultimate devices in terms of carrier electrostatics i.e. channel 

control resulting in superior sub-threshold swings and low off-state leakage currents. Based 

on the simulation results, the NTFET is considered to be a device that combines the 

superior electrostatic control for low power operation with an enhanced drive current 

capability for high performance. This section explores the occupied chip area-efficiency 

benefits, of a single NTFET over an array of stacked GAA NWFETs. From Fig. 2.3 

(Bottom-left), the non-normalized output drive current (INT) of a single 20 nm gate length 

and 10 nm thick Si p-NTFET (p-Si source/intrinsic Si/p-Si drain) is nearly 0.611 mA. This 

NTFET has an inner core gate diameter of 100 nm. To compare this to a similar GAA 

NWFET, consider a Si nanowire with a diameter of 20 nm of similar gate lengths. 

 

 

Fig. 2.6 | Chip area benefits of Si NTFET. 
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From this, a total non-normalized output drive of 50 µA (simulated) is achievable. 

Quantitatively, this means that the output drive from single p-type Si NTFET is equal to 

that of 13x Si GAA NWFETs. Of course, one might argue that the off-state leakage current 

is much lower in a single GAA NWFET than the NTFET. A simple analysis shows: 

Non-normalized off-state leakage from a single 20 nm wide Si NW ~ 14.3 nA 

Non-normalized off-state leakage from a single 10 nm thick Si NT ~ 18.5 nA 

In an array of GAA NWFETs, since both Ion and Ioff are additive, the total non-normalized 

off-state leakage current from an array of 13 NWs is 186 nA (13 x 14.3 nA). So 

theoretically, the NTFET is capable of providing an output drive equal to an array of 13 p-

type GAA NWFETs at the same time having a leakage current that is comparable to a 

single NW.  

From a chip-area perspective, consider the array of vertically stacked GAA NWFETs (Fig. 

11). The parameter ζ (5 nm), λ (70-80 nm) and W (20 nm) are the minimum contact-gate 

pitch, minimum device-device pitch and minimum contact width respectively for a pMOS 

device at the 15 nm technology node [7]. So theoretically, 13 nanowires need to be stacked 

in the gate-all-around fashion to achieve a drive current of a single silicon nanotube FET 

(having an inner core gate diameter of 100 nm).  Now to compare one silicon NTFET with 

13 x GAA NWFETs, consider that both devices have a back-gated source contact. The 

total contact area per unit length consumed by 13 Si NWs based on 15 nm technology node 

parameters gives: 

A13NW =   13 × (λ + ζ + 2 ×W) ~  1.495 μm 

The equivalent normalized contact area consumed by a single Si NT can be calculated as: 
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ANT =   1 × (λ + ζ + 3 ×W) ~ 0.135 μm 

Taking the ratio of the two normalized contact areas gives a value of approximately 9% 

(0.135 µm/ 1.495 µm). Benefits of such a reduced chip area translates to lower resistance 

(R) of interconnects and the capacitances (C) between adjacent lines as will be seen later 

on in chapter 4. Both of these scale in proportion to consumed chip area. Basically, a lower 

chip area means a lower RC delay and a higher speed where area, RC delay and speed are 

related by the following equation: 

    SNT ∝ (ANT)
−3

2⁄  ∝ 1 (RC)NT
⁄           (1) 

                                   S13NW ∝ (A13NW)
−3

2⁄  ∝ 1 (RC)13NW
⁄       (2) 

 

SNT, S13NW and ANT, A13NW are the speed and area factors for a single NTFET and the array 

of 13 GAA NWFETs. Taking the SNT/S13NW gives a value of 37. This means that from a 

realistic chip - area perspective, a single NTFET will perform 37x faster than an array of 

13 NW FETs. In terms of power savings: 

     PNT  ∝  CV
2        (3) 

                                               P13NW  ∝  CV
2       (4) 

 

From (1) and (2), taking the RCNT/RC13NW ratio gives a value of 0.027. Assuming 

interconnect resistance values are the similar on the chip for both NTs and NWs and the 
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supply rails run at |1V|, then the ratio of CNT/C13NW is 0.027. Using this in (3) and (4) results 

in a single NTFET consuming just 2.7% of the power of the 13 NW array.  

 

2.4 SUMMARY 

 

To sum up, a single Si p-channel NTFET is capable of providing an output drive current 

that is equivalent to 13 GAA p-channel NWFETs while having an off-state leakage current 

that is comparable to a single NW. At the same time, this single NTFET takes up just 9% 

of the chip area consumed by the 13 NW array. This translates to a speed factor 

enhancement of around 37x and a power consumption of just 2.7% of the NW array. Based 

on the above results, the 3D vertical nanotube architecture is a very promising device 

topology for blending high performance and low power electronics.  
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Chapter 3  

 

Silicon Nanotube Transistor – Process 

Integration and Development 
 

To fabricate vertically oriented transistors such as the silicon nanotube FET, a very unique 

process integration scheme is described in this chapter. The CMOS compatibility of the 

various top-down and bottom-up process modules are experimentally demonstrated along 

with the many advantages and challenges associated with them. In the past, gate-all-around 

silicon nanowire transistors have been demonstrated by several groups with purely bottom-

up processes, where the nanowire body is grown via metal catalyzed vapor-liquid-solid 

process [1-10], and then transferred to a host substrate for contacts. Such metal-catalyzed 

nanowires are prone to electron and hole traps making them unsuitable for CMOS logic. 

Additionally, this technique does not allow any sort of positioning as the nanowires are all 

randomly oriented making it incompatible as a CMOS technology. More recently there 

have been demonstrations of vertical gate-all-around nanowire devices that are compatible 

with existing conventional processing techniques [11-13]. However, as it will be discussed 

later, top-down lithographic processes bring new challenges such as gate-length un-

scalability, junction doping and contact formation [14]. All device fabrication and 

characterization that will be described in the subsequent sections has been conducted at the 

Microelectronics Research Center, an NNIN site at the University of Texas, Austin. 
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3.1 PROCESS INTEGRATION 
 

Fig. 3.1 depicts the process flow that has been developed to fabricate the vertical Si 

NTFETs. This section will provide detailed description of the different process modules 

used in flow. A 3D illustration of a PMOS silicon nanotube transistor is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 | Bottom-up epitaxial process. 
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Fig. 3.2 | 3D illustration of a PMOS silicon nanotube field effect transistor. 

 

This is a highly compatible CMOS process that offers several key potential advantages:  

(i) The device channel length (Lg) is defined by the thickness of the deposited 

material enabling the formation of ultra-short channel devices. Such a process 

is immune to bottlenecks due to lithographic constraints and the shortest gate 

length is defined by the minimum thickness of the deposited material. Atomic 

layer deposited gate materials can be theoretically used to achieve sub-nm gate 

length devices.  

 

(ii) The nanotube thickness can be controlled by the deposited gate dielectric 

thickness allowing ultra-narrow width nanotube FETs. Initial nanotube trenches 

can be defined using conventional lithography. Using high-K gate dielectric 

enables the use of thick materials while maintaining a low effective oxide 

thickness.  
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(iii) Epitaxial growth allows the formation of highly abrupt source/channel and 

drain/channel junctions. This requires a low temperature epitaxial growth 

process to reduce unwanted dopant diffusion across the junctions. In addition, 

a good interface with the gate dielectric and the epitaxial material is important 

in ensuring low interface defect density (Dit). 

 

In the following sections, process development techniques and challenges associated with 

the above advantages are discussed in detailed. 

 

3.1.1 Gate Stack Deposition 

In a classical MOSFET, the gate stack usually comprises of planar conductive metal 

(traditionally heavily doped polycrystalline silicon) layer on top of an insulating dielectric 

(traditionally SiO2) on top of the silicon substrate. Vertical spacers (Si3N4) on either side 

isolate the gate contact from the source and drain contacts as shown in Fig. 3.3. In the 

vertical Si NTFET, this gate stack is rotated exactly 90o counter clockwise and consists of 

a heavily doped poly-silicon gate sandwiched between two low- SiO2 lateral spacers. 

  

 

Fig. 3.3 | Realization of vertical silicon nanotube FETs by topological transformation of classical planar 

MOSFETs. 
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Fig. 3.4 (a) shows an SEM of the oxide (45 nm) /poly-silicon (25 nm) /oxide (20 nm) gate 

stack, where the poly-silicon n++ heavy doping was achieved thermally using phosphorus-

oxyl-chloride (POCL3). This doping technique produces nearly uniform doping profile as 

indicated by the secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis in Fig. 3.4 (b). The 

drawback of this doping technique is a large amount of surface roughness in the poly-

silicon layer due to the gradual diffusion process and a higher leakage current density 

compared to traditional ion-implanted poly-silicon gates [15]. The key observation to be 

made here is that the nanotube gate length (Lg) is defined by the amount of material 

deposition rather than lithography, which is ~ 25 nm here. 

 

 

Fig. 3.4 | (a) SEM cross-section of the lateral gate stack (b) SIMS analysis of the gate stack. 

 

3.1.2 Nanotube Trench Etch 

This is a critical step in the process flow as it defines the minimum possible nanotube 

thickness that can be achieved. Using a 100 keV electron beam lithography and a diluted 

(1:1) positive resist (ZEP520A: Anisole), a minimum feature size of 50 nm was achieved. 
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More details of the EBL processing conditions can be found in the appendix. The following 

were the objectives of this section: 

(a) To achieve highly vertical trench etch in the oxide/poly-silicon/oxide 

trench. 

(b)  To minimize surface damage on the silicon seed substrate.  

In order to meet the above criteria, a Plasmatherm 790 reactive ion etcher (RIE) was used. 

Within the processing constraints of the tool, several challenges had to be overcome. One 

of the most important issues faced in the etching of sub-100 nm trenches were the trade-

offs between trench verticality and polymer-re-deposition induced micro-loading effects.  

 

 

Fig. 3.5 | (a) Complete etch-through to silicon seed substrate has been achieved but at the expense of V-

groove sidewall due to lack of ion-directionality, even though the etch chemistry has a low C:F ratio for low 

polymer formation. (b) Vertical sidewalls have been achieved through a low C:F ratio in a highly directional 

Ar plasma. But this is at the expense of micro-loading effects causing incomplete etch-through to silicon 

substrate due to high polymer re-deposition. 
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A vertical trench etch requires highly directional transport of reactive ion gases (Cl2/HBr 

for Si; CF4/CHF3 for oxides and nitrides) combined with a noble carrier gas plasma (Ar). 

If the RIE gas chemistry has a high C:F ratio, every etch step may cause re-deposition of 

etched byproducts on the trench sidewalls [16]. This causes sidewall passivation and often 

leads to a V-grooved etch profile, thereby damaging the verticality of the trenches as 

depicted by Fig. 3.5 (a). Compounding this problem, is the micro-loading effect, where if 

the minimum feature size is too small, the amount of re-deposited sidewall polymers may 

completely block further etching (Fig. 3.5 (b)) [17]. Careful optimization is needed in this 

step to achieve verticality and complete gate-stack etch-through. 

 

3.1.3 Spacer-type Gate Dielectric Deposition 

This process step takes advantage of the vertical nitride based spacer isolation in classical 

planar MOSFETs, where traditionally, they have been used to isolate the gate from the 

source and drain regions.  

  

Fig. 3.6 | (a) Oxide/Poly/Oxide trench etch to silicon substrate. (b) Trench width narrowing post spacer-type 

gate dielectric deposition (20 nm of LPCVD Si3N4 deposition). 
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The following are the objectives of this process step: 

(a) Conformal deposition of an insulating spacer-type gate dielectric material. 

(b) Anisotropic and selective etch of the gate dielectric. 

Fig. 3.6 (a) shows a nanotube trench after it has been etched all the way to the silicon 

substrate with a nanotube channel thickness of ~ 50 nm. A conformal deposition of an 

insulating and highly dense nitride (spacer) layer by a high temperature, low pressure 

chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). This subtractive technique utilizes thickness of the 

nitride spacer layer (in this case 20 nm) to narrow the trench width to ~ 10 nm as depicted 

by Fig. 3.6 (b). Taking advantage of the highly conformal nature of the gate dielectric, a 

highly anisotropic Si3N4 etch, that is selective to SiO2, is used to etch away the lateral 

portion of the spacer, while the vertical sidewall portion remains attached to the gate stack.  

 

Fig. 3.7 | Difference between Si3N4 films deposited by (a) LPCVD and (b) PECVD. 

 

The choice of gate dielectric material and the deposition technique is heavily influenced 

by tool process boundaries in the subsequent sections. LPCVD Si3N4 is a high-stress and 

dense dielectric material. As will be seen in the subsequent chapter, selective epitaxial 

silicon growth becomes extremely challenging with such a material. The other alternative 

to this is the use of low-stress plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) Si3N4 
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with much better epitaxial growth selectivity. However, PECVD is a non-conformal 

deposition technique with large minimum achievable thickness and poor film properties 

(Fig. 3.7). PECVD deposited films need post deposition densification via high temperature 

(~ 900 oC) annealing in N2 ambient. 

 

3.1.4 Silicon Selective Epitaxial Growth (SEG) 

This process step forms the silicon nanotube body. Epitaxy is the process of growing 

crystalline semiconducting materials from a seed substrate. Although, there are several 

types of this process, homo and hetero epitaxy are the two dominant process for growing 

group-IV and III-V semiconductors. Homoepitaxy deals with material growths with similar 

crystal structure as the seed substrate (silicon, germanium) while heteroepitaxy is used for 

growing dissimilar materials (such as InAs, InGaAs). Of the two, silicon epitaxy has been 

in wide use for CMOS. In the past, as classical planar transistors where scaled down, the 

implanted source and drain junctions became very shallow and this led to the term ‘ultra-

shallow-junctions’.  

 

Fig. 3.8 | Selective epitaxial silicon growth for raised source/drain junction formation in order to improve 

contact properties in ultra-shallow junction short-channel planar MOSFETs. 
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As it was discussed in chapter 1, such shallow junctions increase the contact access 

resistance leading to poor drive current performance. To overcome this, selective silicon 

epitaxy was utilized to ‘raise’ the source/drain regions as depicted by Fig. 3.8 [18]. This 

CMOS technique has been adapted here to form the nanotube source, channel and drain 

regions. Epitaxy is a very sensitive bottom-up growth process that is highly susceptible to 

minute changes in process conditions. Depending on the growth temperature, transport 

mechanism of reactant species is either surface reaction limited or mass transport limited. 

In the surface reaction limited regime, the reactant species dissociate and the ad-atoms are 

transported to the silicon substrate surface where they are chemically adsorbed. The 

reaction rate is chemically driven as opposed to mass transport regime, where the reaction 

rate is determined by the amount of ad-atoms that can be physically transported to the 

silicon substrate.  

Silicon epitaxy in this work has been achieved in a cold-wall rapid thermal chemical vapor 

deposition chamber (RTCVD) with SiH2Cl2 (Dichlorosilane - DCS) and H2 as the source 

gas. For n-type doping, diluted PH3 (100 ppm in He) was utilized as the source gas. P-type 

epitaxial doping has not been investigated in this work on account of the unavailability of 

a concentrated gas source. The RTCVD system used in this work is a home-grown setup 

at UT. Sample sizes of up to a single 4-inch silicon wafer can be processed at a time. 

Piranha cleaned, metal-contaminant free samples are introduced into a load-lock. After a 

pump-down to the system base pressure of 1e-6 Torr, the samples are transferred to a 

Huntington stain-less steel CVD reaction chamber. Heating is achieved by N2-cooled high-

intensity halogen lamps through a clear-quartz covering. Reactant source gases are 

introduced by nozzles on the side of the chamber that are pneumatically actuated using a 
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mass-flow controller. Because of the unidirectional heat flow (from the top of the lamps 

through the chamber) and the lack of a feedback-control mechanism, the deposition on full 

wafers is often non-uniform. As of result this, at a particular lamp power, the temperatures 

start drifting from the initial set-point. A crude and simple way to overcome this, was to 

incorporate manual feedback, where the temperature is adjusted after specific intervals of 

time. In addition to this, the tool is a non-dedicated multi-user tool with applications such 

as high temperature, high pressure graphene growth on metal foils. Such process conditions 

greatly effect silicon epitaxial growth (base pressure, residual memory effect) and requires 

constant recalibration, causing dissimilar growth quality for the same recipe. Nonetheless, 

a set of crucial and adjustable growth parameters were identified to keep process variability 

to a minimum. 

 

 

Fig. 3.9 | (a) HRTEM x-sec of confined aspect ratio trapped selective silicon epitaxy in field-oxide trenches 

(FOX) – scale bar is 2 nm. (b) AFM scan of the confined Si SEG after removal of FOX. 

 

Epitaxial growth was achieved in two steps. The first step involved a low temperature 

growth of a buffer silicon layer (around 600 oC) to heal any RIE-induced surface damage 
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from the substrate. At such low temperature, the deposition rate is around 0.5 nm/min.  

After about 5 nm of silicon buffer layer growth, the temperature is ramped up to 700 oC 

and the growth proceeds at a rate of 1 nm/min. In both cases, the deposition pressure is ~ 

150 mTorr, with DCS flow rate of 30 sccm and hydrogen flow rate of 180 sccm. N-type 

doping is achieved by dopant source gas flow rate in between 112.5 sccm - 142.5 sccm of 

PH3.  

 

 

Fig. 3.10 | SEM x-sec images of (a) FOX-defined ~100 nm trenches. (b) Selective epitaxial silicon growth in 

FOX trenches with extended lateral overgrowth (ELO). (c) SEM tilt image of a free standing wide core gate 

diameter (~ 40 µm) after removal of FOX. 

 

Helium diluent in the PH3 source gas induces a cooling effect in the chamber causing the 

process temperature to drop, affecting the growth rate and quality. Careful process 

optimization is needed here to maintain single-crystal growth quality. With the above 
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parameters and process conditions the best fine-tuned silicon epitaxial growth that was 

achieved is indicated by the high resolution transmission electron image microscope 

(HRTEM) image in Fig. 3.9 (a). An atomic force microscopy scan (Fig. 3.9 (b)) of the same 

shows the surface roughness of the SEG silicon to be around 0.79 nm which is quite 

comparable to pristine epi-grade silicon substrate surface. This selective epitaxial growth 

was achieved in oxide patterned trenches with minimum features size of 5 µm. Selective 

epitaxy in 100-nm wide EBL-patterned field oxide (FOX) nanotube trenches is indicated 

in Fig. 3.10. Such a process takes advantage of the difference in the nucleation time of the 

source gas ad-atoms on dielectric and silicon surfaces. In non-epitaxial growths, single 

crystal silicon is formed on the silicon substrate while polycrystalline silicon nucleates on 

dielectrics such as SiO2 and Si3N4. Silicon nucleation and further deposition on SiO2 is 

comparatively much slower than on silicon.. Using SiH2Cl2 + H2 source gas chemistry 

provides an inherent HCl content that takes advantage of the delayed nucleation times to 

effectively remove any silicon growth on oxide based dielectrics, leading to complete 

selective epitaxy in oxide patterned trenches as seen in Fig. 3.10 [19].  

In the case of nitride-dielectrics, selective epitaxy using SiH2Cl2 + H2 source gas chemistry 

becomes very challenging, especially with high-stress LPCVD deposited Si3N4. This is 

mainly because of the nearly similar nucleation times of silicon ad-atoms on Si3N4 and Si 

[20]. Additional HCl is necessary in the SiH2Cl2 + H2 source gas chemistry to achieve 

selective epitaxy over Si3N4. Due to the unavailability of HCl gas, this was not possible in 

this work. Fig. 3.11 depicts non-selective epitaxial growth from Si3N4 gate dielectric 

spacers. 
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Fig. 3.11 | Non-selective epitaxial silicon growths from high stress LPCVD deposited Si3N4 films. 

 

3.1.5 In-situ Epitaxial Junction Doping 

In Chapter 2, the need for precisely aligned and abrupt source/channel and drain/channel 

junctions in the silicon nanotube FET was heavily emphasized. In a purely ballistic 

transistor with ultra-short channel lengths, steep doping junctions enable charge carriers to 

be injected with a very high velocity (vinj), leading to very high output drive currents (Ion). 

Traditionally, ion implantation, which involved accelerated bombardment of dopant 

species such as As, P, B etcetera, has been used to heavily dope source and drain regions. 

In the planar transistor topology, achieving retrograde steep doping profiles became more 

challenging [21], especially when dealing with ultra-shallow junctions. Furthermore, once 

the dopants have been implanted, a very high thermal budget drive-in anneal (flash anneal, 

laser anneal, spike anneal) is required to ‘activate’ or move them to their appropriate low 

energy substitutional lattice sites. Additionally, ion-implantation is a damage-inducing 

process that amorphizes the single crystal silicon. Because of this, the CMOS industry now 
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uses pre-amorphization molecular carbon implants to deliberately damage the surface 

before ion-implantation as a damage-control measure [22].  

 

 

Fig. 3.12 | (a) Desired steep doping profile in the vertical silicon nanotube transistor. Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectroscopy (SIMS) of in-situ epitaxial doping profiles on bare silicon with PH3 flow rate and temperatures 

of (b) 38 sccm at 740 oC/740 oC/ 740 oC (c) 113 sccm at 740 oC/700 oC/ 740 oC (d) 150 sccm at 740 oC/700 
oC/ 740 oC (e-f) 142.3 sccm at 720 oC/680 oC/ 720 oC for n+ (source)/ i (channel) / n+ (drain). 

 

In-situ epitaxial doping has been explored in the past by a very few groups to achieve very 

steep junctions [23, 24]. This process offers several potential advantages over 
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conventionally used ion-implantation. Firstly, doped epitaxial growth occurs only when 

there is dopant source gas flow. It becomes very easy to create very steep and precisely 

aligned doping junctions leading to minimized parasitic capacitances and resistances due 

to underlap/overlap. Secondly, in-situ doping places dopants in their appropriate 

substitutional sites in the silicon crystal lattice without the need for activation anneal. In 

the vertical silicon nanotube FET, precisely aligned abrupt source/channel and 

drain/channel junctions (n+ - i - n+) is highly desirable as depicted in Fig. 3.12 (a). 

 As mentioned earlier, diluted PH3 (100 ppm in He) is used as the dopant source gas for in-

situ doping. Fig. 3.12 (b)-(f) shows how source gas flow rate and temperature greatly 

effects the steepness of the junctions as well as the potential barrier (separation between 

doped and un-doped junctions). During phosphine doping, the epitaxial growth 

temperature needs to be higher to account for the cooling effect from the helium diluent. 

In the channel region, the dopant source gas flow is switched off, at which time, the growth 

temperature, if not adjusted, increases significantly, causing significant unwanted up-

diffusion of dopants as indicated by the secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) profile 

in Fig. 3.12 (b), (c). After careful optimization, the best (steepest) doping profile with the 

largest separation between source/drain and channel doping levels, is obtained in Fig. 3.12 

(e-f), with a PH3 flow rate of 142.3 sccm and epitaxial growth temperatures of 720 oC in 

the source and drain regions and 680 oC in the “intrinsic - i” channel region with a 

maximum doping concentration of ~ 2x1020 cm-3 and a minimum doping concentration of 

4x1019 cm-3 respectively. Higher PH3 flow rates were used to achieve larger separation, but 

due to process boundaries, the maximum achievable was ~ 5 times. 
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It is quite clear that achieving a large separation (potential barrier) between the source/drain 

and channel doping levels is quite challenging as the channel itself is very heavily doped. 

There could be a numerous reasons for this issue such as gas line contamination, residual 

process-induced memory effects and other possible tool related issues. Nonetheless, within 

the given constraints, the doping profile in Fig. 3.12 (f) was designated as the baseline 

profile. Under these conditions, as well be seen later, operating the silicon nanotube FET 

as a conventional inversion-mode device becomes challenging.  

 

3.2 SILICON NANOTUBE FET CHARACTERIZATION 
 

3.2.1 Silicon Nanotube FET with Large Effective Oxide Thickness PECVD Si3N4 gate 

dielectric 

With the several process limitations and challenges discussed in the previous sections, very 

few working Si NTFET devices were obtained. Fig. 3.13 shows TEM cross-sections of a 

complete silicon nanotube transistor. The initial nanotube trench (defined using EBL) has 

a width ~ 150 nm which was etched by a 1-step RIE process (using CHF3+CF4+Ar) unlike 

the one discussed in section 3.1. Because of this, a rounded profile is obtained in the final 

over-etch step that is done to compensate for RIE-induced micro-loading effects in narrow 

trenches. A PECVD Si3N4 spacer is used as the gate dielectric with an effective oxide 

thickness (EOT) ~ 35 nm to achieve a target nanotube thickness of ~ 15 nm. However, due 

to the non-uniform coverage of the PECVD film, the thick nitride spacer is not conformal 

at the bottom of the trench, leading to the formation of disjointed “hanging” spacers as 

indicated in Fig. 3.13 (b).  
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Fig. 3.13 | (a) Optical top down image of a single silicon nanotube (scale bar is 40 µm) (b) Cross-sectional 

TEM image of a silicon nanotube (scale bar is 125 nm) (c) Cross-sectional TEM image of the core gate 

(scale bar is 125 nm) (d) Cross-sectional TEM image of the source contact with 10 nm Al2O3 passivation 

spacer between source contact and poly-silicon gate (scale bar is 100 nm). 

 

After the spacer etch, the nanotube channel is epitaxially grown in the ultra-narrow trench. 

Drain, source and gate contact holes were then defined by conventional lithography Fig. 

3.13 (b-d). It is to be noted that an ALD-deposited Al2O3 passivation spacer was used to 

isolate the source and the conductive poly-silicon gate Fig. 3.13 (d). Nickel (120 

nm)/Titanium (20 nm) were used as contacts to all three electrodes and were deposited by 
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e-beam evaporation and lift-off. Following this, a rapid thermal anneal (RTA) was 

performed at 650 oC in N2 to silicide the drain, source and n++ polySi gate. 

 It was shown in [25] that ohmic contacts to 1D devices such as fins, nanowires and 

nanotubes are challenging especially in the case of ultra-narrow vertical devices. 

Silicidation becomes prohibitive at narrow dimensions due to excess silicon consumption 

as indicated by Fig. 3.14. Additionally, the TiSi alloy formed during the rapid thermal 

anneal (RTA) step is generally very resistive compared to the industry standard NiSi [26]. 

 

 

Fig. 3.14 | Nickel silicide formation atop a silicon fin. Increasing deposited Ni amount consumes more silicon 

from the source and drain regions [25]. 

 

 This is what is seen in Fig. 3.13(b) and is likely to be a cause for the poor output drive 

performance as will be seen next. To overcome this contact challenge, excess epitaxial 

overgrowth in the drain region is desirable. Such a process technique is conceptually 

similar to the idea of raised epitaxial source and drain junctions (discussed earlier) in 

classical planar devices where silicidation on ultra-shallow junctions is difficult. Fig. 3.15 

depicts a SEM cross-section of such an epitaxial silicon over-growth from 3D silicon fins, 

with Ni silicidation used for making raised source/drain in FinFETs. The growth has a 

characteristic mushroom appearance (due to silicon epitaxy from <100> and <110> fin top 

and sidewalls respectively) which can help reduce contact resistance. 
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Fig. 3.15 | Ni silidation on epitaxially overgrown Si in raised source/drain FinFETs for improved contact 

properties [25]. 

 

Fig. 3.16 shows the experimental measured transfer characteristic (Id-Vg) of the 25 nm gate 

length silicon nanotube transistor in Fig. 3.13. 

 

 

Fig. 3.16 | Experimental Id-Vg transfer Id-Vg characteristics of the silicon nanotube in Fig. 3.13. The channel 

length is ~ 25 nm with an inner core gate diameter of 40 µm. 

 

From Fig. 3.16, several key observations can be made. Firstly, the pink I-V transfer 

characteristic indicates that there is NMOS-typed device behavior as expected. Secondly, 
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although a very thick EOT gate dielectric (~ 35 nm) was utilized, the gate drive voltage 

needed for switching is small, with a threshold voltage (Vt) at around 0.4V.  For a drain 

voltage of 5V, the device transfer characteristic shows an output drive current (at Vgs = 1.2 

V) of around 40 nA with an Ion/Ioff ratio of ~ 102. Thirdly, the gate leakage current is at a 

minimum, indicating that there is no gate-leakage induced switching present. Finally, the 

on-off sub-threshold swing (SS) appears to be less than the classical limit of 60 mV/dec. 

Based on the baseline doping profile in Fig. 3.12(f) where the maximum doping level 

difference between the source/drain and channel regions is just ½ order of magnitude, it is 

unrealistic to expect any switching with a significant Ion/Ioff current ratio from the device. 

So the experimental Id-Vg in Fig. 3.16 is rather strange. To try to understand this, process 

simulations of the silicon nanotube FET in Fig. 3.13(b) was done using Synopsys TCAD 

[27].  

 

Fig. 3.17 | (a) Process simulation of the experimental device in Fig. 3.13 with epitaxial Phosphorus in-situ 

doping and (b) extracted band diagram at large drain voltage (Vds) of 5.0V and gate voltage (Vgs) of 1.2V. 
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Using epitaxial growth models for silicon with phosphorus in-situ doping, the experimental 

baseline (n+ - I - n+) doping profile is simulated as shown in Fig. 3.17 (a). It is also assumed 

that in the experimental device, the doping junctions are nearly aligned.  Like Fig. 3.13 (b), 

the simulated device has a non-uniform channel, with a Si3N4 gate dielectric and EOT of 

35 nm. However, the source and drain regions are reversed compared to the experimental 

device, to keep the narrow part of the channel (~ 20 nm) near the drain end. This is because 

the non-uniform film coverage of the PECVD Si3N4 in the experimental device, cannot be 

replicated in the process simulator. The Ni/Ti contacts in the experimental device is 

simulated as ohmic contacts with extremely low resistance. The heavily n++ (POCL3 doped) 

polysilicon gate is simulated as a metal gate with a work-function of 4.15 eV.  

 

 

Fig. 3.18 | Effect of nanotube channel thickness on band gap. 
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Under similar gate and drain biasing conditions as in the measured transfer characteristic 

(Fig. 3.16), the extracted band diagram of the simulated device shows a large band-edge 

overlap between the source valence band and channel conduction band (Fig. 3.17 (b)). This 

indicates that the experimental Si nanotube FET is capable of band-band tunneling-based 

(BTBT) charge transport instead of classical over-the-barrier physics. If this is the case, 

then such a device would not be limited to the classical switching limit of 60 mV/dec and 

would have very low on-state current, which could explain the experimental transfer 

characteristic (Fig. 3.16). Tunnel transistors and the associated physics will be discussed 

in more detail in chapter 4. Ideally, in a silicon nanotube FET with properly aligned source 

and drain junctions and sufficient doping level difference (> 3 orders of magnitude) 

between the channel and the source/drain, the energy band diagram should indicate very 

tight gate control with minimal band-edge overlap, even under heavy drain bias, as 

indicated by the simulated NMOS silicon nanotube FETs in Fig. 3.18. 

 

3.2.2 Silicon Nanotube FET with Moderate Effective Oxide Thickness LPCVD Si3N4 gate 

dielectric 

In this section, a comparatively more uniform channel silicon nanotube FET is investigated 

with a modified gate stack and a relatively improved etch profile. Fig. 3.19 depicts a TEM 

cross-section of this modified gate stack and epitaxially grown silicon nanotube. This gate 

stack comprises of a 15 nm poly-silicon gate sandwiched between a 45 nm low temperature 

thermal oxide layer and a 20 nm (LPCVD) Si3N4 layer. A 6 nm thermally grown oxide 

layer is used to counter the stress from the LPCVD Si3N4, avoiding a tensile strained silicon 

substrate. The poly-silicon gate was Boron implanted with a dose of 1x1015 cm-2 and energy 
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of 5 keV. An RTA anneal at 950 oC for 2 minutes completes the formation of a heavily 

doped p++ gate. A p-type gate was used for this device to obtain the appropriate threshold 

voltage in NMOS switching, as the “intrinsic-i” channel is inherently n+-doped (4x1019 

cm-3). The trench opening is much narrower (~ 65 nm) and the etch profile is much less 

rounded compared to the previous case.  

 

 

Fig. 3.19 | TEM x-sec of low EOT (~ 3.12 nm) silicon nanotube FET with modified gate stack and contacts. 

 

For reasons discussed earlier, it is preferable to have a flat etch profile. After the deposition 

of a 6-7 nm LPCVD Si3N4 spacer gate dielectric (EOT), the minimum nanotube channel 

thickness is ~ 40 nm. Because of the lack of selectivity over high stress Si3N4, silicon 

epitaxy proceeds from three general directions, namely the <100> silicon substrate, and the 

two vertical nitride spacers. This greatly affects the single crystal quality of the silicon epi 

and as it can be seen in the TEM, there is an apparent epitaxial ‘seed-break’ in the middle 

of the nanotube channel. This occurs when the competing silicon epitaxy from the opposing 
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nitride spacers join each other. In the previous case, it was seen that silicidation in 1-D 

vertical devices is challenging as it consumes silicon. In this device study, silicidation was 

avoided and e-beam evaporated aluminum contacts (without post deposition forming-gas-

anneal) are used for the source, drain and gate terminals. Fig. 3.20 depicts the Id-Vg transfer 

characteristics of the 40 nm thin silicon NTFET in Fig. 3.19.  

 

Fig. 3.20 | Id-Vg transfer characteristic of the 15 nm channel length, 40 nm thin silicon nanotube field effect 

transistor depicted in Fig. 3.13. The Si NTFET has an inner core gate diameter of 40 µm. 

 

In this device configuration, the source and drain region positions are reversed compared 

to Fig. 3.13 (b). 40 nm nanotube thickness, even after spacer thinning is still too large to 

expect reasonable switching and as such there is hardly any switching as indicated by Fig. 

3.20. In addition to this, the non-uniformity of the nanotube channel due to the etch profile, 

makes things even more challenging, as some parts of the channel are subject to weaker 

gate control as opposed to others. Inversion-mode switching problems are further 
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compounded when the dopant profile and the alignment of the dopant junctions are taken 

into consideration. The baseline n+ - i - n+ doping profile was obtained in selective epitaxial 

silicon confined in large features (~ 5 µm). This was done to enable sufficient sensitivity 

for SIMS characterization. However, as confinement feature sizes are reduced, loading 

effects come into play, where narrower trenches fill up faster with epitaxial silicon as 

opposed to wider trenches (Fig. 3.21 (a)). Because of this, the dopant profile may not be 

aligned and can have complete source/drain overlap in the channel regions as depicted by 

Fig. 3.21 (b).  

 

Fig. 3.21 | Loading effects in confined selective silicon epitaxy causes misalignment of in-situ doped 

junctions. 
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Confirming this requires precise dopant study using advanced characterization tools such 

as atom probe tomography (not available at the time of device fabrication). But perhaps the 

most dominant problem resulting in the poor switching characteristic of Fig. 3.20 is due to 

the very large average thickness of the nanotube channel (~ 40 nm) coupled with an ultra-

short channel length (~ 20 nm). In order to exploit the volume inversion properties of the 

silicon nanotube as described in Chapter 1, it is necessary to have a nanotube thickness to 

channel ratio (NTw : Lg) of approximately 1:3. The silicon nanotube FET in Fig. 3.19 has 

a NTw : Lg ratio of 2:1, making it impossible to achieve an switching in the device.  

 

 

Fig.  3.22 | (a) Process simulation of experimental device in Fig. 3.13 with aligned junctions and (b) extracted 

band diagram for a drain bias voltage of -1.0V and gate biases of 0V and 1.0V. 

 

This poor electrostatic gate control is further exemplified in the band diagram of Fig. 3.22 

(b) which shows similar band-edge line-up in the source, channel and drain of the nanotube 

transistor at both 0V gate bias and 1.0V gate bias. The band-diagram was extracted from a 
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process simulated silicon nanotube transistor (Fig. 3.22 (a)) with the exact conditions of 

the experimental device in Fig. 3.19. A dopant junction identical to the baseline n+ - i - n+ 

profile is used for the simulation and is assumed to be highly aligned. The p++ poly-silicon 

gate in the experimental device is simulated as a conductive metal gate with a 4.75 eV 

work-function. Contact resistances are ignored in the device simulation.  

 

 

Fig. 3.23 | Effect of silicon nanotube thickness reduction (a, b) on device performance (c). 
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In order to achieve better device performance from the silicon nanotube FET, several key 

optimizations are necessary. Firstly, a thin nanotube thickness (<10 nm) is required to 

achieve a high degree of quantum confinement effects, especially in ultra-short (Lg <20 

nm) channel nanotube transistors. Fig. 3.23 shows the effect of narrowing the nanotube 

channel thickness (from 40 nm to 20 nm) on device performance under similar processing 

conditions as Fig. 3.19. A highly aligned doping profile with a similar gate dielectric EOT 

is used in both the devices in Fig. 3.23 (a, b). From Fig. 3.23 (c), although the thinner (20 

nm) nanotube FET shows much better switching characteristics, it is nowhere near the 

desired level of device performance described in chapter 2. Because of the non-verticality 

of the experimentally achieved etch profile, the vertical nanotube channel is still non-

uniform subjecting charge carriers to varying degrees of confinement effects.  

Another critical process-related problem that arises from this is the need for ultra-scaled 

EOT gate dielectrics. The LPCVD Si3N4 system at UT fab is capable of a minimum 

deposition thickness of 7 nm. Taking this into consideration and the V-shaped etch profile, 

the nanotube trench opening is limited to 20 nm to have sufficient access to the silicon seed 

substrate. Low EOT high- gate dielectric materials can be achieved with atomic-layer-

deposited transition metal-oxide gate dielectrics such as HfO2, Al2O3 etcetera. However, 

such materials need to be used in conjunction with metal gates instead of poly-silicon in 

order to avoid process-incompatibility, extreme gate leakage and Fermi-level pinning, 

where the nanotube channel threshold voltage is set by the defects at the 

semiconductor/dielectric interface. But metal gate/high- gate stacks could not be used in 

the gate-first approach process flow of the silicon nanotube FET described in Fig. 3.1 
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because conventional high- dielectrics crystallize during high thermal budget processes 

(>600 ºC), that are needed during silicon epitaxy.  

 

3.3 SUMMARY 

 

To summarize, silicon nanotube FETs with state-of-the-art device performance can be 

achieved using a gate-first approach with the following process optimizations: 

a. Ultra-narrow nanotube trench windows (<20 nm) with highly vertical 

sidewalls for uniform channel formation. 

b. High thermal budget process compatible metal-gate and high-K dielectrics 

for gate stack formation or a low thermal budget epitaxial nanotube growth 

process. 

c. Precise source/drain and channel dopant junction alignment with abrupt 

doping junctions and a significant difference in channel and source/drain 

doping levels (at least 3 orders of magnitude separation). 

d. Metal-silicides for reduced contact resistance to vertical ultra-thin 

nanotubes. 
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Chapter 4  

 

Nanotube Device Architecture for More-

Moore Applications 
 

‡With the looming end of the silicon roadmap for conventional over-the-barrier transistors, 

many different alternatives are being explored to further extend the life of silicon in the 

industry. To continue the current technology trend of doubling performance every eighteen 

months on silicon would mean dramatic implications on performance, cost and energy-

efficiency. The ultimate aim is to have a device platform that would sustain the CMOS 

scaling trend to maximize the bits/dollar ratio, without compensating on the energy and 

performance front.  The ITRS [1] currently divides the entire computing spectrum into 

three segments, namely; (a) HP (high performance), (b) LOP (low operating power) and 

(c) LSTP (low standby power). Of the three, the latter two have garnered significant interest 

in recent years, owing mostly to the booming mobile computing market. From a device 

perspective, there has been significant research efforts to achieve ultra-low power 

operation. Examples are near-threshold-voltage computing [2, 3] and unconventional steep 

sub-threshold devices such as NEMs [4-6] and tunnel FETs [7-9]. The latter holds 

significant promise to meet the next-generation ITRS specifications for true low power 

computing and is highly compatible with existing CMOS technologies.  

 

With excerpts and figures from: ‡© 2013 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Fahad, H. M.; Hussain, 

M. M. IEEE Trans. Electron Dev. 2013, 60, 1034 – 1039. 
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To this end, the subsequent sections in this chapter will explore the potential of silicon 

nanotube FETs for alternate device platforms such as tunnel FETs, junction-less transistors 

and alternate channel material nanotube FETs. 

4.1 SILICON NANOTUBE TUNNEL TRANSISTORS 

 

Due to a fundamental limit in devices with classical over-the-barrier physics, the power 

supply (Vdd) needed to drive the transistors cannot be scaled down in proportion to gate 

length. This is because of the way charge is transported from the source to the drain by 

lowering a barrier (Fig. 4.1 (a)). The fundamental limit in these 'over-the-barrier' devices 

is often quantified as the 60 mV/dec sub-threshold swing (SS) limit as discussed 

previously. Fig. 4.2 shows a projected roadmap for low power systems requirements for 

the next decade with a 5% forward projected increase in power supply capacity from 

batteries for portable electronics. To hit these targets, it is evident that classical over-the-

barrier transistors using silicon channel even with multiple-gate topologies will not be able 

to meet these requirements. 

 

Fig. 4.2 | (a) Classical over-the-barrier charge transport devices (b) Band-band charge tunneling devices (c) 

Advantage of tunnel FETs over classical FETs - steeper sub-threshold slope means transistors can turn on 

with smaller voltages. 
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A tunnel field effect transistor (TFET), on the other hand, is a gated p-i-n diode that utilizes 

the large band edge overlap of a highly doped source and an intrinsic channel to allow 

charge carrier tunneling through the barrier from source to channel which are then swept 

up by the drain (Fig. 4.1 (b)). Charge tunneling is a quantum mechanical phenomenon that 

is a function of charge effective mass (m*), material band gap (Eg) and band edge overlap 

(ΔФ). 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 | Projected power supply requirements for future mobile computing platforms. 

 

 Because of this, turn-on happens in less than 60 mV/dec, below the theoretical limit of 

conventional over-the-barrier devices (Fig. 4.1 (c)). A common expression for the band to 

band tunneling probability is given by the WKB approximation [10]: 

TWKB ≈ exp

(

 
−4λ√2m∗√Eg

3

3qℏ(Eg +△ϕ)

)
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where, m*, Eg, λ and △ ϕ are the carrier effective mass, the band gap, the screening 

tunneling length and the potential difference between source valence band and channel 

conduction band respectively. Although the tunnel FETs are capable of ultra-low power 

operation, they are incapable of high-performance (output/on-state drive current). Fig. 4.3 

depicts some of the recent state-of-the-art demonstrations of tunnel FETs (both silicon and 

non-silicon) and as it can be seen a majority of them are at or below 60 mV/dec, although 

most of the reported SS values are point-slope values. The on-state performance on the 

other hand is much lower than conventional CMOS. Several innovative solutions have been 

proposed to increase the output performance such as the use of strain, hetero-junctions 

etcetera [11, 12]. Some of the more promising demonstrations include a gate-all-around 

topology around a III-V nanowire and the use of a high-K/metal gate stack [13-15].  

 

Fig. 4.3 | Overview of state-of-the-art demonstrations of tunnel FETs.  
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In this section, we investigate the possibility of improving Ion from a device architecture 

perspective using the nanotube topology. Just like in traditional drift-diffusion devices, 

electrostatic control can be enhanced in tunnel FETs with topologies such as the GAA 

NWFETs. Because of this, extraordinarily low off-state currents can be achieved. At the 

same time because of the low dimensionalities, the Ion from a tunnel GAA NWFET is 

extremely low. A possible route to overcome this would obviously be the arraying method 

discussed in chapter 2. This may improve Ion but at the expense of degraded CV/I delay, 

power dissipation and chip area consumption. Compared to this, the NTFET manages to 

maintain nanowire like electrostatics while providing a larger effective area for current 

flow. 

 

 

Fig. 4.4 | Simulation of (left) n-type Si Nanotube Tunnel FET (right) n-tpye Si GAA nanowire FET. 

 

To study the benefits of having a nanotube architecture over a nanowire for tunnel FETs, 

both devices have been simulated using dynamic non-local charge tunnel models (see 

appendix for detailed description) (Fig. 4.4).  
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Both devices have a 20 nm gate length (Lg). A constant Boron doping level of 5x1019 cm-

3 and Arsenic doping level of 1x1018 cm-3 is assumed in the source and drain regions 

respectively of both devices while the channel is kept intrinsic. The inner core gate of the 

nanotube tunnel FET has a diameter of 100 nm. The nanotube thickness and nanowire 

diameter is kept at 10 nm.  

 

 

Fig. 4.5 | Comparison between a single 10 nm diameter GAA NWFET and a 10 nm thin (100 nm core gate 

diameter) Si NTFET (a) on-state band-edge overlap, (b) Id-Vg performance and (b) tangential SS. 
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The gate metal in both devices has a work-function of 4.15eV and a nitride gate dielectric 

is assumed with an EOT of 0.5 nm. Fig. 4.5 (a) depicts the strong band bending in ultra-

narrow nanowires and nanotubes leading to short and comparable tunneling distances (λ). 

As soon as the gate-channel coupling becomes weak (as in the case of the 100 nm wide 

GAA nanowire tunnel FET), the tunneling distance becomes longer.  It is to be noted that 

using ultra-scaled high-k can achieve much higher performance [16]. A dynamic non-local 

band to band tunneling model is utilized in conjunction with Shockley-Reed-Hall 

recombination and drift-diffusion physics [17]. Within this model, the direction of the 

tunneling path is determined dynamically from the negative gradient of the valence band 

at the starting position and carriers are generated non-locally at the end of the tunnel path 

via phonon-assisted processes in indirect semiconductors. Fig. 4.5 (b) compares the 

simulated Id-Vg performance of a 10 nm thin Si nanotube and a 10 nm diameter Si GAA 

nanowire tunnel FET. For a gate drive of 0.5V, the on-state current from the nanotube is 

more than an order of magnitude larger than that from the nanowire. At the same time, the 

sub-threshold swings from the two are nearly identical and average out to 40 mV/dec in 

both cases (Fig. 4.5 (c)). The off-state leakage current from the nanowire seems to be an 

order lower than from the nanotube. This is to be expected as the GAA NWFET is the 

ultimate geometry in terms of electrostatic control. However, this advantage in the 

nanowire is lost during arraying for appreciable drive current enhancement. To understand 

the impact of such arraying, analytical comparison of inverter blocks made from nanowires 

and nanotubes are done as indicated in Fig. 4.6. For an entire inverter circuit made of 

nanowires, approximately twenty devices are required in parallel to give a drive 

performance similar to two nanotubes. Arraying such large number of nanowires 
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introduces parasitic resistances and capacitances as shown in Fig. 4.6. In this configuration, 

an important parameter to take into consideration is the pitch (λNW) between adjacent 

nanowires. Smaller pitches lead to higher packing density but at the expense of increased 

parasitic capacitances. 

 

 

Fig. 4.6 | Advantage of (a) Nanotubes over (b) nanowires in latency, power consumption and area efficiency. 

 

 For simplicity, if the nanowire pitch (λNW) is equal to the nanotube inner core gate 

diameter (CGdia), then a single pitch capacitance in the nanowire array (CPNW) can be 

assumed to be equal to that in the nanotube (CPNT). An array of twenty nanowires would 

have an inherent parasitic capacitance of twenty times that of the nanotube: 

CPNW_Array = 20 ×  CPNT     (1) 

A higher chip capacitance gives way to bigger chip delays (CD) as given by: 

CD ∝ RC       (2) 
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From (1) & (2), an inverter block made from nanowires will be 20x slower than that made 

from two nanotubes. In addition to this, the arraying process also increases the power 

consumption (P):                                   

P ∝  CV2       (3) 

The nanotube inverter block is thus 20x more power efficient than the nanowire array. 

Finally, arraying also consumes valuable chip area. The total area consumed by each of the 

inverter blocks is given by: 

ANW ∝ 2 × (4NWdia +  4λNW) × (NWdia + λNW)  (4) 

ANT ∝ 2 × π × (
(CGdia

2
+ NTt)

2    (5) 

With λNW = CGdia, NTt = 10 nm, NWdia = 10 nm, CGdia = 100 nm, the nanotube based 

inverter block occupies just 23% of the total chip area consumed by the 20 nanowire 

inverter block. From the simple analytical calculations, the Si nanotube transistor is a 

promising TFET topology as it is capable of providing an efficient alternative to boost up 

current in tunnel FETs while maintaining minimal chip delays, power consumption and 

chip area consumption compared to the gate-all-around nanowire alternative. 

 

4.2 HETERO-JUNCTION GERMANIUM-SILICON NANOTUBE TUNNEL TRANSISTORS 

WITH EFFICIENT IN-PLANE CHARGE TUNNELING 

 

Recent demonstrations on hetero-junction GAA nanowire FETs has indicated that it is 

possible to boost-up the on-state drive performance in tunnel transistors. This is due to the 

low effective masses (m*) of the tunneling charge carriers. Using low-band gap source 

injectors (such as Ge, III-V) on Si, makes it possible to achieve significant on-current 
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enhancement, especially with a GAA nanowire configuration. Incorporating this in a 

nanotube architecture, it is possible to leverage the performance enhancement without the 

parasitic drawbacks of nanowires as was seen earlier. This is a very important technology 

booster for tunnel transistors with applications in the LOP and LSTP regime. However, 

even with these enhancements, there has been very few experimental demonstrations [18, 

19] of TFETs with both high on-state performance and ultra-steep switching 

characteristics. Although a root cause(s) for this problem has yet to be identified, one 

theory accounts this to the out-of-plane alignment of the gate electric field and tunneling 

junctions in these “classical” p-i-n TFETs. A recent innovation in TFET technology has 

reported that by aligning the gate-field with the tunneling junctions, the tunneling 

efficiency increases dramatically causing very steep turn-on at ultra-low voltages (100 

mV). This came to be known as the green tunnel transistor [20], where a certain amount of 

gate overlaps a heavily doped source. An ultra-shallow n-doped pocket junction is 

introduced within the source. Because of this, the tunneling now occurs at the junction of 

the heavily p-doped source and lightly n-doped ‘channel’ pocket, where the gate field is 

normal to the tunneling junction leading to increased charge carrier generation rates and 

extremely steep turn-ons. This way the overall tunneling area is physically enhanced and 

can be controlled by the gate - source overlap.  

Drawing inspiration from the green TFET concept and combining the benefits of a 

staggered Ge/Si hetero-junction, this section explores the potential advantages of an in-

plane tunneling nanotube device architecture for 100 mV logic operation, compared to the 

“classical” nanotube p-i-n device described earlier. In this architecture, a thin lateral 

channel called the ‘tunnel-gap’ isolates the cylindrical nanotube channel from the heavily 
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doped source. With this configuration, the tunneling junction is ‘in-plane’ with the gate 

electric field. Fig. 4.7 shows the distinction in the two Ge/Si nanotube tunnel transistors. 

For ease of verbiage, the new nanotube TFET architecture is called as “in-plane Ge/Si NT 

TFET” and the conventional p-i-n nanotube TFET is designated as “classical Ge/Si NT 

TFET”. 

 

 

Fig. 4.7 | Nanotube architecture with staggered Ge/Si hetero-junction as (a) classical out-of-plane p-i-n TFET 

and (b) in-plane p-i-n TFET.  

 

To theoretically validate the potential advantages of in-plane Ge/Si nanotube TFETs, 

numerical devices simulations of the structure shown in Fig. 4.7 (b) is compared to that of 

Fig. 4.7(a). The silicon nanotube thickness in both TFETs is 10 nm and a vertical channel 

length of 50 nm is assumed. The in-plane nanotube TFET has a 70 nm lateral channel 

length (tunnel width) while tunnel gap thicknesses of 3.5 nm, 5 nm and 7.5 nm are used 

for variability study. Both devices have a heavily p++ doped germanium source, a lightly 

doped n- silicon channel (in case of in-plane TFETs, both tunnel gap and nanotube channel) 
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and a moderately doped n+ drain with doping levels of 1020 cm-3, 1016 cm-3 and 1018 cm-3 

respectively. HfO2 gate dielectric with an EOT of 0.5 nm with a metal gate (work-functions 

of 4.0 eV or 4.5 eV) is used for both the in-plane and classical nanotube TFET devices. 

Classical drift-diffusion models with high-field carrier mobility saturation effects are used 

in conjunction with Shockley-Reed-Hall (SRH) recombination and dynamic non-local 

band-band tunneling model.  

 

 

Fig. 4.8 | Matched Id-Vg performance comparison at matched off-state leakage current between a classical 

and in-plane Ge/Si nanotube tunnel FET. 

 

The silicon channel on germanium source is assumed to be relaxed to simplify things, 

although the lattice mismatch causes the silicon to be under tensile strain. The reason for 

this is the lack of accurate tunneling A and B parameters within the dynamic non-local 

tunneling model. Accordingly the parameters for relaxed Si on Ge is utilized. The A and B 

parameters for Si are 4 x 1014 cm-3s-1 and 1.9 x 107 V cm-1 respectively and 9 x 1016 cm-3s-

1 and 4.9 x 106 V cm-1 respectively for Ge in this phonon-assisted tunneling model.  
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Fig. 4.9 | Band-band carrier generation rate in (a) classical out-of-plane p-i-n Ge/Si nanotube TFET compared 

to (b) in-plane p-i-n Ge/Si nanotube TFET at a gate voltage of 0.35V and drain voltage of 0.1V. 

 

Germanium SRH parameters are defaulted to those of silicon. Because of the relaxed 

silicon material parameters, there is a large effective band-gap leading to an 

underestimation of the simulated on-state current. However, getting an accurate value of 

the on-current is not the intent here, rather the objective is to numerically validate the 
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potential advantages of the in-plane Ge/Si nanotube TFET as opposed to the classical p-i-

n architecture by comparing their relative device performance.  

The in-plane band-alignment of the tunneling junction and the gate electric field (Fig. 4.8 

(a)) induces a significantly larger band-band generated carriers in the in-plane Ge/Si 

nanotube TFET (Fig. 4.9 (b)) as opposed to the classical nanotube TFET. This enables an 

ultra-steep turn-on with a 100 mV supply voltage as shown in Fig. 4.8 (b).  Fig. 4.10 (a) 

demonstrates the effect of varying the tunnel gap thickness on inline TFET performance. 

The smaller the thickness, the more effective the gate-normal tunneling effect translating 

to higher band-band generated carriers. This leads to lower sub-threshold swings (SS) at 

higher drive currents (Fig. 4.10 (b)). Such a TFET platform using the nanotube architecture 

has the potential of high drive current performance at low scaled supply voltages that is 

needed for ultra-low power computing. 

 

 

Fig. 4.10 | Effect of tunnel gap thickness on (a) Id – Vg and (b) sub-threshold swing of in-plane Ge/Si nanotube 

TFETs. A gate work-function of 4.0 eV is assumed in the above simulations. 
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4.3 JUNCTION-LESS SILICON NANOTUBE TRANSISTORS AND SIGE ALTERNATE 

CHANNEL NANOTUBE TRANSISTORS 

 

4.3.1 Silicon Nanotube Junction-Less Transistors  

MOSFET technology is driven by one very fundamental equation as discussed in chapter 

1, namely the drive equation: 

Ion(or Id) =  
μCW

2Lg
 (Vdd − Vt)

2 

To increase transistor performance, in every generation, the gate length (Lg) is reduced to 

achieve a higher drive current (Ion). With this “lateral” scaling, other parameters also needs 

to be scaled down in proportion for performance gain. Such technology scaling puts a huge 

strain on the process complexity and capability. Among the several scaling parameters, the 

source and drain doping junctions pose a difficult challenge in short channel transistors.  

 

 

Fig. 4.11 | Impact of (a) Junction profile variability in ultra-short channel transistors, (b) non-uniform doping 

in FinFETs due to shadowing effects during ion-implantation on (c) device performance (Vt) variation. 
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As the gate length is reduced, there is a huge challenge in reducing the depth of these 

junctions as well as minimizing dopant encroachment under the gate. This requires the 

need for expensive high thermal budget anneal processes in order to achieve high doping 

level junctions  of one carrier type (n or p >1020 cm-3) that abruptly changes to the opposite 

type (p or n < 1018 cm-3) within a few nanometers (Fig. 4.11 (a)). In non-planar FinFETs, 

the problem is even more severe as the 3D fins “shadow” the ion-implanted dopants 

creating non-uniform doping profiles (Fig. 4.11 (b)). As MOSFET technology continues 

to scale down, for gate lengths below 10 nm, maintaining abrupt profiles will be especially 

difficult as dopant encroachment under the gate will be at the tolerance limit creating a 

large amount of device performance variability (threshold voltage (Vt) - variability) as 

depicted in Fig. 4.11 (c). In the previous chapter, the need for highly aligned and abrupt 

doping junctions for vertical silicon nanotube transistors was emphasized. A greater degree 

of control in junction alignment as well as abruptness can be achieved with in-situ epitaxial 

doping instead of conventional ion-implantation processes. 

To overcome this challenge, Colinge et al., proposed the use of junction-less nanowire 

transistors [21]. Basically, by removing junctions and keeping a uniform doping level in 

the channel, source and drain, it is possible to minimize device variability. Such a junction-

less device operates like a gated resistor in the accumulation mode with extremely low off-

state leakage current and near-ideal sub-threshold swings (SS ~ 60 mV/dec). A major 

drawback of such accumulation mode transistors are that they are normally-on devices, 

where the majority charge carrier channel is already formed between the source and the 

drain. This is in sharp contrast to the inversion mode operation in conventional MOSFETs, 

where the application of a gate voltage depletes and then inverts the channel region with 
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minority charge carriers. Operating the junction-less transistors like normally-off 

conventional transistors requires expensive high work-function (> 5.0 eV for NMOS and 

< 4.0 eV for PMOS) metal gates such as platinum. In addition to this, benefits from such 

devices can be leveraged only if the body thickness of the devices is less than 10 nm. In 

junction-less devices as thin as 5 nm, the accumulated carriers are concentrated at the center 

of the device and away from interfaces. In this region, the electric field from the gates is at 

minimum [22]. As a result, carriers are immune to the high electric field of the gate which 

is prevalent in ultra-short channel inversion devices and hence experience enhanced 

mobility. 

 

This section explores the device performance advantages of the nanotube architecture for 

the junction-less transistor platform compared to GAA nanowires. Device level 

simulations are carried out on an n-type Si NTFET (JL NTFET). The doping level is 

constant throughout the device (As - 1020 cm-3). HfO2 is used as the gate dielectric with an 

EOT of 0.5 nm with an inner core gate of diameter of 100 nm. Drift-diffusion transport 

equations in conjunction with density-gradient quantum confinement effects model is 

utilized. Fig. 4.12 compares the sub-threshold Id-Vg between the NTFET and a GAA 

NWFET (JL NWFET) of the same type. As the nanotube and nanowire channels both have 

similar doping levels as the source and drain regions, the threshold voltage (Vt) reduces 

and a high work-function gate (> 5 eV) is required.  
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Fig. 4.12 | Sub-threshold Id-Vg performance comparison between a JL NTFET and a JL GAA NWFET. 

 

Under the same conditions, the JL NTFET is capable of providing an on-current that is 10x 

greater than a single JL NWFET while maintaining an off-state current of more 10x lower. 

However, Vt is higher in the JL NTFET by about 137 mV compared to the JL NWFET. By 

re-adjusting the gate work function, it is possible to match the threshold voltage so it is 

roughly at 1/3 Vdd. This would increase the Ioff such that it now becomes comparable to the 

Ioff in the JL NWFET. Fig. 4.13 shows the effect of gate length variation on the Id-Vg 

performance of the JL NTFET. At 5 nm gate length, the nanotube FET fails to achieve 

significant on-off ratio and may require further thinning of the nanotube to obtain good 

device performance. 
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Fig. 4.13 | Effect of gate length variation on Id-Vg performance in Si JL NTFET. 

 

4.3.2 Si1-xGex Alternate Channel Nanotube Transistors 

Besides reducing the gate length (Lg), another way to remove Ion, is by using a higher 

mobility channel material (µ) other than conventional silicon, or by straining the silicon 

channel to obtain low effective mass (m*) charge carriers as was discussed in the case of 

in-plane nanotube TFETs. Traditionally, PMOS transistors have shown low drive currents 

due to the fact that mobility of holes being lower than that of electrons (µh < µe). Alloying 

silicon with germanium, reduces the in-direct silicon band-gap by straining the hole 

valence band. This leads to lowering of the hole effective carrier masses (m*
h) and 

enhancing the hole mobility. Such Si1-xGex channels are ideally suited for next generation 

PMOS transistors. 

To further leverage the benefits of high hole mobility SiGe channel in an area-efficient 

architecture, the prospect of SiGe nanotube transistor is discussed here from a simulation 
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perspective. Its performance is compared to that of GAA SiGe nanowire arrays for next 

generation high performance PMOS transistor application. Using semi-classical transport 

equations with quantum confinement correction effects, a 3D 20 nm channel length <100> 

orientated intrinsic Si0.6Ge0.4 NTFET (NTw, nanotube thickness = 5 nm) and GAA NWFET 

(NWradius = 5 nm) is simulated [23]. The intuitive choice of Si0.6Ge0.4 channel is such that 

with higher Ge mole fraction the PMOS operation is outside 0 – 1V gate voltage envelope 

and with lower Ge mole fraction the lattice constant stress induced band gap tuning is not 

undermined. In both cases, the simulated devices have highly doped (constant Boron 

doping of 1020 cm-3) p-type <100> orientated Si source and drain regions. The channel is 

kept un-doped to simulate ideal abrupt junctions for operation in the quasi-ballistic 

transport regime. A metal gate with work function of around 4.5 eV is used for the Si0.6Ge0.4 

channel device and the inner core gate has a diameter of 100 nm. This is done to ensure 

that the threshold voltage (Vt) is roughly at 1/3 Vdd. Silicon nitride (Si3N4) with a 0.5 nm 

effective oxide thickness (EOT) is used as a gate dielectric.  

 

 

Fig. 4.14 | Id-Vg comparison between a p-type Si1-xGex Nanotube FET and a p-type Si1-xGex GAA Nanowire 

FET. 
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Fig. 4.14 compares their non-normalized transfer characteristics (Id-Vg) performance and 

from this it is observed that a single Si1-xGex Nanotube has a drive current that is more than 

10x greater than a single GAA nanowire device. At the same time, the Si1-xGex NTFET 

maintains a sub-threshold slope (SS) that is similar to that of a GAA NWFET at the expense 

of a higher off-state leakage current (~ 6x); which is although still in the low power regime. 

However, this enhanced off-state leakage current is compensated in terms of occupied chip 

area as will be seen the subsequent sections. This superior performance from the NTFET 

over the NWFET is achievable because it leverages both the superior effects in an ultra-

thin body due to the surround gates without sacrificing the available current (carrier) flow 

area. Assume full volume inversion of the carriers in both the GAA NWFET and NTFET. 

In a nanowire of radius 'r', the carriers flow through an effective area (ANW) of πr2. In the 

nanotube of thickness 'w', the carriers flow through an effective area (ANT) of π((ri+w) 2- 

ri
2), where 'ri' is the inner core gate radius of the NTFET. Taking the ratio (Aeff) of the 

(ANT)/(ANW) and assuming the nanotube thickness (w) is equal to the radius of the nanowire 

(r)., then we get a squared factor enhancement: 

    Aeff = 1 + 
2πri

2

r
 

Having an inner core gate, enhances the available effective area for carriers at full volume 

inversion. This means that through the unique architecture of the NTFET, it is possible to 

have the superior performance of GAA NWFETs (low SS, low off-state leakage, low 

DIBL) due to strong carrier confinement effects (arising from volume inversion of carriers) 

with an enhanced drive current. Fig. 4.15 depicts the performance of 5nm and 10nm thin 

Si1-xGex nanotubes with different Ge content. Increasing Ge mole fraction content causes 

large valence band offsets at the Si/Si1-xGex hetero-junctions as indicated by Fig. 4.15 (a, 
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b). This results in an increased hole injection efficiency and an improved output drive (Fig. 

4.15 (c)). Also indicated is the tighter control in thinner nanotubes that prevents large band-

edge overlaps thereby reducing unwanted tunneling-induced leakage. On the other hand, 

the sub-threshold swing and the short channel characteristics (DIBL) degrades with higher 

Ge content in the nanotube channel. This is due to the very same large band offsets resulting 

in significant threshold voltage shifts (Vt). The degradation is stronger for a larger thickness 

nanotube (10 nm) due to weaker electrostatic control. However this is material property 

that can be tuned with the careful gate work function selection. The idea here is to show 

the universal nature of using a nanotube architecture and its benefits over the nanowire 

architecture using the same high-hole mobility SiGe as the channel material. 

 

Fig. 4.15 | Effect of % Ge concentration on band gap in a (a) 10 nm thick (b) 5 nm thick Si1-xGex channel 

Nanotube. Effect of increasing Ge concentration on: (c) Output drive current performance and (d) sub-

threshold swing and DIBL in <100> Si1-xGex nanotubes. 
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One might argue that the problem of low output drive from GAA NWFET arrays may be 

solved by increasing the device density. Unfortunately, this has the negative aspect of 

introducing numerous sources of unwanted parasitic resistance and capacitance as 

illustrated in Fig. 4.15 (a). In order to achieve similar drive current performance from Si1-

xGex GAA NWFETs as the Si1-xGex nanotube (Fig. 4.15 (c)), approximately 23 nanowires 

need to be stacked in an array. It has been previously shown that such a process not only 

increases chip area consumption but also degrades off-state performance and possibly sub-

threshold swing. 

 

 

Fig. 4.16 | Illustration of reduced sources of parasitic resistances and capacitances in (a) a single Si1-xGex 

Nanotube as opposed to (b) Gate-All-Around Si1-xGex Nanowire Arrays, and the cumulative (c) effect on off-

state leakage and sub-threshold swing in GAA NWFETs due to parasitics from device arraying. 
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Fig. 4.16 illustrates the combined effect on the overall Id-Vg performance of an array of 23 

GAA Si1-xGex NWFETs. This serves to show that a single Si1-xGex NTFET can be effective 

in achieving high performance while maintaining the off-state characteristics and short 

channel effects similar to a single ultra-narrow nanowire, all the while consuming a lower 

chip area. 

4.4 SUMMARY 

 

To summarize, this chapter showed the extensive flexibility of the 3D vertical nanotube 

topology for a variety of device platforms. As tunnel FETs, silicon nanotubes are capable 

of enhanced drivability for boosting up performance in the ultra-low power computing 

spectrum [23]. Analytical calculations showed that nanotubes are less susceptible to 

performance degrading parasitics compared to GAA nanowire transistor arrays. Next, a 

novel in-plane tunneling FET architecture was demonstrated using hetero-junction Ge/Si 

nanotube. In this TFET concept, ultra-steep switching can be achieved within 100 mV 

compared to classical out-of-plane tunneling junction TFETs. Following this, the vertical 

nanotube architecture was used to demonstrate junction-less transistors, where it is possible 

to enhance higher output on-state performance without the need of any abrupt source/drain 

dopant junctions, while avoiding performance degradation due to parasitics in ultra-thin 

GAA nanowire array transistors on a similar junction-less platform. Finally, the advantage 

of high hole mobility SiGe channel materials is exploited in SiGe nanotubes to provide a 

much higher on-state performance as opposed to arrays of SiGe GAA nanowire transistors. 
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Chapter 5  

 

Wavy Channel FinFETs for High Density 

High Performance Logic 
 

The performance roadmap for next generation mobile consumer computing is determined 

by the technology in today`s high performance (HP) supercomputers. In this computing 

domain, the traditional trend of performance enhancement was achieved by doubling 

transistor density and gate length reduction in a single core processor, with the processor 

working at 100 % operating frequency. With continued transistor scaling, power 

dissipation become a serious issue leading to a dramatic change in the HP computing 

landscape.  

 

 

Fig. 5.1 | Energy requirement breakdown in today`s Teraflop computing systems [1]. 
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To overcome this, parallelism through multi-threading and multi-core processing 

architectures became the norm. This alleviated power dissipation at the compute level 

which accounts for just 4% of the total power dissipation in today`s Teraflop machines. 

Fig. 5.1 depicts a break-down of the power requirements in current generation teraflop 

system where compute latency is now determined by wire delay rather than transistor 

delay. Based on this trend, there is an increasing demand for on-chip locality that does both 

compute (logic) and storage (memory). From a transistor perspective, this means high 

performance and high transistor denisty MPUs (multi-core processing units) integrated 

with large bandwidth memory on the same die. To this end, this chapter will describe a 

very unique way to achieve area-efficient (high density) high performance computing by 

integrating two competing technologies, namely UTB (ultra-thin-body) and FinFETs on a 

SOI (Silicon-on-Insulator) platform. This novel device architecture is termed as a wavy 

channel FinFET (WCFET) [2]. 

 

5.1 DEVICE TOPOLOGY  

 

Conventional SOI based tri-gate FinFET technology (Fig. 5.2 (b)) utilizes ultra-narrow 

silicon fins (< 20 nm in width) in an array to achieve high performance computation. 

However, achieving high density with this technology requires extremely tight pitch 

control between adjacent fins, which is bound by lithographic and processing constraints. 

Even after obtaining the ultimate pitch, the device performance becomes marred with 

multi-source parasitics that increase proportionally with fin arraying, which tend to 

increase latency and power consumption. 
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Fig. 5.2 | Comparison between the device architecture of (a) wavy channel and (b) conventional SOI 

FinFETs. 

 

Wavy channel FinFETs (Fig. 5.2 (a)) provide a unique way of enhancing output 

performance without the need for extreme fin arraying. By utilizing otherwise wasted fin 

pitches, conventional SOI FinFETs are topologically transformed to wavy channel 

FinFETs, that integrates 2D ultra-thin-body and 3D fin channels within the same chip area 

as conventional FinFETs. Such pitch usage increases device density and output drive 

performance at the expense of increased off-state leakage. But as it was mentioned earlier, 

the power dissipation contribution at the compute level in high performance applications 

is minimal. From a device perspective, the implication is that more emphasis can be put on 

increasing the transistor density and performance. This makes the wavy channel FinFETs 

ideally suited for the high performance logic domain. 
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In the conventional tri-gate FinFET (Fig. 5.2 (b)), the total available width for current flow 

is WFinFET = n(2W1+W2), where n = number of fins. But in the case of the wavy channel 

transistor, the addition of several ultra-thin bodies translates to an increased width for 

current flow. Based on Fig. 5.2, the total width is WWCFET = n(2W1+W2) + (n+1)W2. 

Consequently, there is a ~ 1.3x drive current enhancement in the wavy channel transistor 

over the FinFET given in Eq. 1 (assume a long-channel device and W1 = 4W, W2 = W, W3 

= 2W). In addition to this, in the wavy channel transistor architecture, the ultra-thin bodies 

exist within the defined pitch-areas of the fins. As a result, the current enhancement in the 

wavy channel transistor comes at no-expense to increase in chip area. 

 

5.2 CONCEPT VALIDATION  

 

In order to understand the benefits of the continuous channel fin architecture, device 

simulations are carried out using Synopsys TCAD for both device topologies in Fig. 5.2. 

3D devices were modeled on an SOI platform with a top silicon thickness of 30 nm and an 

oxide thickness of 100 nm. The silicon fins have a width of 10 nm. The UTB devices in 

the wavy channel transistor have a silicon thickness of 5 nm. Both the tri-gate FET and 

CFET utilize a 0.5 nm effective oxide thickness (EOT) hafnium oxide (HfO2) high- gate 

dielectric with a mid-band gap work function gate metal. Both devices are <100> oriented 

and have a sharp Gaussian doping profile with a peak concentration of 5 x 1019 cm-3 

(Arsenic). The channel is left un-doped in both cases. Carrier transport is handled by the 

default drift-diffusion model. Phillips Unified Mobility Models is used in conjunction with 

a Lombardi model to account for high-k induced carrier mobility degradation. Both devices 
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have a 30 nm gate length (Lg). Quantum confinement effects are handled through the 

density-gradient based quantization models.  

 

 

Fig. 5.3 | Simulated transfer plot (Id-Vg) for performance comparison between wavy channel and conventional 

FinFET.  

 

Fig. 5.3 compares the simulated non-normalized Id-Vg performance between the wavy 

channel transistor and the tri-gate FET. As expected, there is a significant current 

enhancement (roughly 1.53x) in the wavy channel transistor. However, this does come at 

the expense of relatively higher leakage currents and sub-threshold swings. The same ultra-

thin silicon bodies responsible for the current enhancement are also responsible for this 

relative degradation in the leakage characteristics. These thin bodies of silicon are under 

planar single-gate action at a low Lg. Nonetheless, the wavy channel transistor manages a 

large on-off current ratio (>105) and a SS of 76 mV/dec. A larger current enhancement is 
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possible if high aspect ratio fins are utilized in the wavy channel transistor. In addition to 

this, the off-state leakage can be pulled-down to that of the conventional SOI-based FinFET 

through thickness reduction of the 2D planar UTBs. Every nm reduction in UTB thickness 

translates to atleast half-order of magnitude reduction in off-state leakage (Ioff). In this way 

wavy channel FinFET Vt can be retargeted so that both devices are at matched Ioff [3,4]. 

From Fig. 5.2, it was emphasized in the previous section that the wavy channel architecture 

provides the current enhancement without additional chip-area consumption. This is 

because the ultra-thin bodies that contribute to the width enhancement are defined in the 

existing pitch areas between the fins.  

 

 

Fig. 5.4 | Chip area efficiency, speed and power comparison between wavy channel transistor (left) and 

FinFET (right).  

 

Changing perspective, if we consider Fig 5.4, the non-normalized output drive current 

(IFinFET) from the conventional FinFET with 4 fins is approximately 0.12 mA. For the wavy 

channel FET with 4 fins and 5 UTBs (3 within the pitch areas and 2 at ends), the non-

normalized output drive current (IWCFET) is ~ 0.2 mA giving it ~ 1.6x improvement in drive 
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current. A simple analysis shows that in the tri-gate FinFET device the drive current per 

fin is 30 mA. So to have the same current output as the wavy channel transistor, we need 

an additional 7 fins (0.2mA/30µA). In Fig. 5.4 where 'p' and 'L' denote the fin-fin pitch and 

the combined source, drain and channel length respectively, the total chip-area consumed 

by the wavy channel transistor is: AWavy Channel FET ~ 5p x L. To achieve the same current 

enhancement as the wavy channel transistor, the FinFET has to accommodate an additional 

7 fins. Effectively, the chip-area consumed by the FinFET is: AFinFET ~ 12p x L. Comparing 

the two areas (AWavy Channel Transistor/AFinFET) indicates that the wavy channel FET occupies 

just 40% of the larger 7 fin conventional FinFET. So, if a conventional FinFET were to 

operate at a performance level similar to the wavy channel transistor, it would require a 

larger array of fins translating to an increased chip area resulting in increased RC delays 

and power consumption. Based on this, a 4 fin wavy channel transistor will be 4x faster 

than a 7 fin tri-gate FinFET. The simple equations relating area and power consumption 

(P) indicates that the smaller and faster 4 fin wavy channel transistor will use just 25 % of 

the power consumed by that of the larger 7-fin tri-gate device. One might argue that the 

area for the larger FinFET could be controlled by a tighter pitch control of the fins. But this 

comes at the expense of increased process complexity and higher statistical critical 

dimension variation in the fins.  

 

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION 

 

In order to validate the practical implication of the wavy channel transistor for thin film 

transistor application, polysilicon based wavy channel transistor and (Multiple gate FET) 

MuGFETs were fabricated. Fig. 5.5 (a) shows the process steps involved in fabricating 
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these devices. The difference in the MuGFET process step is the exclusion of the UTB 

definition needed in wavy channel FETs.. The wavy channel transistor and MuGFET 

devices have fin heights of 50 nm and 70 nm respectively. The wavy channel transistor has 

UTB thicknesses of ~ 15 nm. In both devices the fins have a width of 2 m with a gate 

length of 100 m.  

 

 

Fig. 5.5 | (a) Process flow for wavy channel transistor. It is to be noted that standard FinFET fabrication 

process will avoid the second step (isolating fins from surrounding silicon); (b) AFM images of fabricated 

wavy channel transistor versus conventional fin-type tri-gate devices; (c) SEM of wavy channel transistor. 
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All thickness measurements were confirmed by spectroscopic ellipsometry and atomic 

force s (AFM) scans. These relaxed conditions were utilized to observe benefits of a higher 

drive current due to the additional UTBs in the wavy channel transistor. Both devices have 

an array of equal number of fins with a pitch (UTB width) of 2 µm. Fig. 5.5 (b) depicts an 

AFM scan of the wavy channel transistor compared to tri-gate transistors while Fig. 5.5 (c) 

shows the top-down and cross-section SEMs of the wavy channel transistor. No-doping 

was incorporated in either device. Schottky barrier contacts were utilized in both cases. 

Fig. 5.6 depicts experimentally measured Id-Vg performance of the FinFET and wavy 

channel transistor, respectively. For a drain voltage (Vd) of 5V, it can be observed that an 

almost 4x higher output current is observed in the wavy channel transistor compared to the 

FinFET for a 2-5V gate voltage (Vg) sweep. This shows the competitive advantage of 

having the wavy fin architecture. 

 

Fig. 5.6 | Experimental Id-Vg performance comparison between 100 µm gate length wavy channel transistor 

and conventional FinFET. Wavy channel transistor has 15 nm thin poly-silicon ultra-thin-body (UTB) lateral 

channel portion in between vertical channel portions. Fin width and pitch are both 2 µm. Low Ion/Ioff ratios 

are mainly because of poor gate control in ultra-wide fins as well as the lack of source/channel and 

drain/channel junctions. 
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5.4 SUMMARY 

 

To summarize, this chapter demonstrated the concept of a high performance wavy channel 

transistor architecture by merging UTB and FinFET technology in an area-efficient 

package. Through simulations and experimental results, this architecture utilizes otherwise 

wasted pitch-areas in SOI based FinFET devices to achieve relatively higher performance 

compared to conventional FinFET devices while achieving high-chip area efficiency, 

higher chip-speed and high device denisty. This makes it ideal suited for ultra-high 

performance (HP) computing domain that is driven by increasing performance at the 

compute level through increased device density per unit chip area. 
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Chapter 6  

 

Conclusion 
 

This doctoral thesis has investigated the potential of silicon nanotubes for high 

performance area-efficient CMOS logic. Through a dual core/shell gate coupling, the 

vertical nanotube device architecture combines the benefit of superior drive current 

performance while maintaining significantly low off-state leakage and short channel 

characteristics, the latter being comparable to state-of-the-art gate-all-around silicon 

nanowire transistors. At the expense of an additional core gate, the nanotube architecture 

provides significant parasitic resistance and capacitance reduction with lower CV/I delays 

compared to nanowire areas for a variety of transistor platforms such as the classical 

MOSFETs, tunnel transistors etcetera.  

 

6.1 REVIEW OF MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

Laying the foundation and paving way to future research in conventional channel nanotube 

transistors, the following highlights the major achievements of this thesis: 

 

 Modeling and simulation based performance assessment of silicon nanotube 

transistors as conventional CMOS. Chapters 1 and 2 introduced and validated the 

concept of the silicon nanotube FET as a promising transistor topology for next 

generation CMOS logic. Based on device simulations and analytical study, it was 
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shown that a single nanotube transistor topology can outperform arrays of 

nanowires in terms of reduced parasitic resistances and capacitances. 

 

 Through a gate-first process flow, fabrication of aspect ratio trapped 

epitaxial silicon nanotubes was demonstrated in Chapter 3. This process flow 

highlighted a very clever process technology advantage where the transistor gate 

length is defined by the amount of deposited gate material rather than 

photolithography. An innovative silicon nitride (Si3N4) spacer was used as a gate 

dielectric. The dielectric thickness also served the purpose of narrowing the initial 

nanotube trench windows to achieve thinner nanotubes. Selective epitaxy in the 

pre-defined gate-stacks was used to grow bottom-up silicon nanotubes. In addition 

to this, the possibility of abrupt and highly aligned doped source and drain doping 

junctions was demonstrated via in-situ epitaxial phosphorus doping. Experimental 

data from two types of silicon nanotube transistors was shown. The first device 

utilized a very thick (effective oxide thickness (EOT) ~ 35 nm) low stress PECVD 

based Si3N4 gate dielectric and a heavily (POCL3) doped n++ polysilicon gate with 

a gate length of 25 nm. This dielectric demonstrated complete selectivity during 

epitaxy. But due to the non-conformal film deposition and an improper etch profile, 

single crystal quality was affected during the epitaxy in addition to a very non-

uniform channel and poor metal contact formation. Device transfer characteristic 

(Id-Vg) measurements showed very steep sub-threshold swing (< 60 mV/dec) and 

low on-state current (~ 40 nA). Process simulations of the experimental device 

revealed that the device characteristic could be due to band-band charge tunneling 
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due to the lack of sufficient separation in the source/drain and channel doping 

levels. The second device demonstrated an improved etch profile with a thinner 

nanotube trench opening (~ 60 nm) at the expense of reduced sidewall verticality. 

Conformal high stress LPCVD Si3N4 was utilized with a comparatively lower EOT 

(~ 3.12 nm) was incorporated as the gate dielectric. Boron implanted p++ poly-

silicon gate with a thickness of 15 nm was used as the gate (Lg ~ 15 nm). Compared 

to PECVD Si3N4, silicon epitaxy was completely non-selective over LPCVD 

Si3N4, promoting competing growths from nitride sidewalls and the bottom silicon 

<100> seed substrate. This resulted in epitaxial seed-breakage in the middle of the 

40 nm thick nanotube. Experimental measurements did not show any switching 

characteristics from these devices. Through process simulations, lack of switching 

was attributed to numerous challenges such as large nanotube thickness, misaligned 

source/drain doping junctions causing complete overlap in the channel region and 

high contact resistance due to lack of silicidation. 

 

 Extension of the nanotube architecture was explored in various device 

platforms for low power computing logic in Chapter 4. Through device simulations 

the feasibility of the silicon nanotubes as prospective high performance tunnel FETs 

was demonstrated. A novel Ge/Si hetero-junction in-plane nanotube tunnel FET 

concept was also shown with the possibility of ultra-steep switching characteristics 

for 100 mV ultra-low power logic. Next, the advantages of junction-less nanotube 

transistors were demonstrated over junction-less nanowires. Owing to the lack of 

source/drain junctions, high performance accumulation mode transistors can be 
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achieved with ultra-low leakage characteristics and minimal device variability 

compared to conventional inversion mode nantoube transistors. Finally, the 

nanotube topology was extended to Si1-xGex alternate channel PMOS transistors. 

By leveraging the low hole effective mass and this high hole mobility property of 

SiGe alloys, the nanotube architecture can provide a greater performance 

enhancement than state-of-the-art nanowires. This enhancement is especially 

advantages considering the negative effects of nanowire arraying on device 

performance. 

 In chapter 5, wavy channel FinFETs, which are a more main stream solution 

for high transistor density with area-efficiency is demonstrated for high 

performance computing logic using tri-gate FinFET and ultra-thin-body (UTB) 

technology. By incorporating 2D UTBs in between the pitch areas of 3D fins, a 

continuous “wavy” channel is formed which is capable of a larger on-state current 

(> 1.5x) compared to conventional tri-gate FinFETs, at the expense of increase off-

state leakage. This is however offset by the reduced fin count in wavy channel 

FinFETs leading to lower chip area consumption and higher device density. This 

makes it ideally suited for high performance computing logic where the main 

objective is to increase device density and performance rather than lowering 

leakage. 

 

6.2 FUTURE WORK 

 

This section concludes the thesis by highlighting the prospect of further research on 

conventional channel based nanotube field effect transistors. 
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 Development of a robust baseline platform for group-IV (silicon, 

germanium and silicon-germanium) selectively grown epitaxial nanotubes in ultra-

narrow trenches. 

 Investigation of thermally stable ALD deposited high- gate dielectrics and 

metal gates for a gate-first selective epitaxial process flow. 

 Investigation of a gate-last process flow, where the dummy gate/stack can 

be replaced by high-/metal gate, while retaining the litho-independent gate length 

definition advantage. 

 Development of highly steep and abrupt in-situ doped junctions in group-

IV nanotube FETs. 

 Improved nanotube contact properties through metal-silicides. 

 Investigation of device performance and variability at ultra-short channel 

group-IV nanotube FETs in classical inversion mode CMOS. 

 Performance analysis in circuit blocks such as inverters, flip-flops, ring-

oscillators etcetera. 

 Development of in-plane hetero-junction tunnel transistors for ultra-low 

power logic. 

 Exploration of ultra-high mobility III-V nanotube transistors with low 

leakage characteristics. 
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Appendix A  

 

TCAD Simulation Models 
 

Sentaurus is a commercially available widely used device simulator from Synopsys Inc. 

that provides the capability to simulate and assess the performance of novel nanoscale 

device performance for a variety of applications. Fig. A.1 provides an overview of the 

sdevice component in Sentaurus. In a nut-shell, charge transport models (with several 

partial differential equations) in semiconductors are solved iteratively for a given set of 

conditions and material parameters over a mesh discretized user-defined 2D or 3D structure 

such as nanotubes, nanowires, fins etcetera. 

 

 

Fig. A.1 | TCAD device simulation environment. 
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The subsequent sections will briefly describe the reasoning for usage of the charge 

transport models for device simulations in this thesis. Detailed information for the models 

can be found in the Sentaurus user manual [1]. In all device simulations, Boltzmann 

statistics are used. 

 

A.1 CHARGE TRANSPORT MODELS 

 

In order to define carrier transport in MOSFETs, Sentaurus provides several models that 

self-consistently solves the basic Poisson`s charge neutrality equations as well as charge 

continuity equations. Depending upon the accuracy and device technology node, users can 

choose from a relatively simple drift-diffusion model to complex full-band Monte-Carlo 

simulations. In this thesis, two charge transport models have been used extensively for 3D 

nanotube and nanowire devices, namely; drift-diffusion (DD) and hydrodynamic (HD) 

transport models. Drift-diffusion is effective in modelling MOSFETs with long active 

regions (Lg > 100 nm). The electron and hole current density formulation from the 

Poisson`s equation and the continuity equations in the drift-diffusion model is indicated 

below [1]: 

𝐽𝑛
→ = 𝜇𝑛(𝑛∇𝐸𝐶 − 1.5𝑛𝑘𝑇∇ln𝑚𝑛) + 𝐷𝑛(∇𝑛 −  𝑛∇ln𝛶𝑛) 

𝐽𝑝
→ = 𝜇𝑝(𝑝∇𝐸𝑉 + 1.5𝑝𝑘𝑇∇ln𝑚𝑝) − 𝐷𝑝(∇𝑝 −  𝑝∇ln𝛶𝑝) 

Here, the first term (highlighted blue) describes the spatial variations of the electrostatic 

potential, the electron affinity and the band gap while the remaining terms (highlighted 

red) accounts for the contribution from the carrier concentration gradient and the spatial 

variation of the carrier effective masses. This classical drift-diffusion model, however, 

tends to underestimate the output drive current as it does not take into account non-local 
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effects associated with high-field gradients in nanoscale devices such as velocity 

overshoot, impact ionization which are inherent in short channel devices (Lg < 50 nm). In 

such cases, Sentaurus`s built in hydrodynamic transport is more suitable. It is based on an 

energy balance model and is a simpler form of the model described by Stratton and 

Bloteckjaer [2]. This model is a good comprise between computation time and accuracy. It 

assumes that the material lattice temperature (T) and carrier temperatures (Tn and Tp ) are 

unequal. The overall model consists of solving the Poisson and current continuity equations 

as well as energy conservation equation for the carriers and the lattice. The electron and 

hole current densities in this model are given by [1]: 

𝐽𝑛
→ = 𝜇𝑛(𝑛∇𝐸𝐶 + 𝑘𝑇𝑛∇𝑛 − 𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑛∇ln𝛶𝑛 + 𝜆𝑛𝑓𝑛

𝑡𝑑𝑘𝑛∇𝑇𝑛 − 1.5𝑛𝑘𝑇𝑛∇ln𝑚𝑛) 

𝐽𝑝
→ = 𝜇𝑝(𝑝∇𝐸V − 𝑘𝑇𝑝∇𝑝 + 𝑝𝑘𝑇𝑝∇ln𝛶𝑝 − 𝜆𝑝𝑓𝑝

𝑡𝑑𝑘𝑝∇𝑇𝑝 + 1.5𝑝𝑘𝑇𝑝∇ln𝑚𝑝) 

 In  the  above  equations,  the  first  term (highlighted purple)  takes  into  consideration  

the  contribution  from spatial variations of electrostatic potential, electron affinity and the 

band gap. The other  terms  combine  the  contributions  from  gradient  of  concentrations 

(orange),  carrier temperature gradients (blue) and spatial variation of the carrier effective 

mass (red) (given as mn  and mp).  

 

 

Comparing the device simulations results using both kinds of transport models in the same 

nanotube architecture indicates that the drive current using hydrodynamic charge transport 

is around 1.4x times higher than with the classical model (Fig. A.2). Default material 

parameters have been used for the energy-balance model. An observation to note is that Ioff 

also tends to increase very slightly when the hydrodynamic model is activated. In this 
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thesis, the relative performance comparison between the silicon nanotube and other device 

architectures is more important rather than their absolute performance values. As such 

hydrodynamic charge models are used conservatively especially in 3D simulations where 

are prone to non-convergence issues and long computation times. 

 

 

Fig. A.2 | Difference between Energy Balance and Classical Drift-Diffusion Carrier Transport models - Id-

Vg performance underestimation in drift-diffusion (Inset)Velocity Overshoot accountability. 

 

A.2 QUANTUM MECHANICAL MODELS FOR QUANTIZATION EFFECTS 

 

Transistor technology is now at a point where the device dimensions are close to the charge 

carrier wavelengths. Under such quantum-confinement, the electron/hole energy gets 

quantized and leads to enhanced device performance. One example of this is the volume 

inversion phenomenon in ultra-narrow dimension multiple gate transistors. In order to 

account for this, Sentaurus provides a carrier density gradient based quantization model, 

where an additional potential term 𝛬𝑛 is introduced in the charge density equation: 
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 𝑛 = 𝑁𝐶𝐹1/2 (
𝐸F,𝑛 − 𝐸C − 𝛬𝑛

𝑘𝑇𝑛
) 

The above equations are implemented in a numerically robust and relatively sophisticated 

form in the density gradient based quantization that enables capturing 2D and 3D quantum-

confiment effects in quantum wells, multiple-gates and SOI MOSFETs with reasonable 

accuracy. 

 

A.3 MOBILITY, RECOMBINATION AND BAND-BAND TUNNELING MODELS 

  

All device simulations in this thesis incorporate the Philips unified mobility model which 

takes into account temperature dependence of the mobility, electron - hole scattering, 

ionized impurities screening by charge carriers and clustering of impurities. Velocity 

saturation effects due to high electric fields in ultra-short channel devices are captured by 

the high field saturation mobility model. Here, the CarrierTempDrive driving force model 

is used when hydrodynamic charge transport is used. Otherwise, the default 

GradQuasiFermi driving force is used. Additionally, where appropriate, the Lombardi 

high-K model is applied to account for carrier mobility degradation due to high-K gate 

dielectrics. Electron – hole generation and recombination due to traps in band gap are 

accounted for by the doping dependent Shockley-Reed-Hall recombination model. 

For tunnel FETs, the dynamic non-local phonon-assisted model is used to describe band-

band charge tunneling in silicon. Here, the direction of the tunneling path is determined 

dynamically from the negative gradient of the valence band at the starting position (valence 

band) and carriers are generated non-locally at the end of the tunnel path (conduction band). 
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A.4 BAND GAP MODELS 

 

For all simulations in this thesis, a parabolic band structure is incorporated that deals with 

3 electron valleys and 2 hole valleys at the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) 

edges as well as the electron and hole DOS at these edges (with a degeneracy factor 'g' or 

2 and 1 for electrons and holes respectively). A band gap narrowing model proposed by 

Slotboom and Graff is utilized throughout the active material (silicon source, drain and 

channel) [3, 4]. According to this, heavily doped silicon (N>1017 cm-3) experiences a 

narrowing of the conduction band and/or valence band edges, depending on the type of 

dopants. Mathematically, the model is described by the following equations: 

 

𝐸𝑏𝑔𝑛 = ∆𝐸𝑔
0  + ∆𝐸𝑔

𝐹𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖  [𝑒𝑉] 

∆𝐸𝑔
0 = (9 ×  10−3) {ln (

𝑁

1017
) + √(ln (

𝑁

1017
))2 +  0.5 }  [𝑒𝑉] 

Here, N is the total doping concentration and ∆𝐸𝑔
𝐹𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖 is a correction term based on fermi 

statistics and details for this is given in [1]. Furthermore, the effective band gap at a 

particular temperature T, is then given by: 

𝐸𝑔,𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑇) =  𝐸𝑔(𝑇)  − 𝐸𝑏𝑔𝑛  [𝑒𝑉] 

𝐸𝑔(𝑇) =  𝐸𝑔(0) − 
𝛼𝑇2

𝑇 +  𝛽
   [𝑒𝑉] 

𝐸𝑔(0)  =  1.1537 𝑒𝑉 

where, α & β are material parameters with values of 4.73 x 10-4 eV K-1 and 636 K 

respectively. 
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A.5 EPITAXIAL SILICON GROWTH MODEL  

 

For the doped epitaxial silicon growth, process simulations were carried out using the 

sprocess module in Sentaurus. Here, the growth model 1 is selected that is able to 

simulate selective silicon epitaxy with a moving boundary algorithm.  
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Appendix B  

 

Experimental Process Conditions 
 

 

 

Table B.1 | Process flow conditions for silicon nanotube FET depicted in Fig. 3.13. 
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Table B.2 | Process flow conditions for silicon nanotube FET depicted in Fig. 3.19. 

 

 

 


